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RATE IS NOT
PANNING OUT
English Budget Had Estimated Income From
Source

$65,000,000

AT

Last Year Death Dues
ceeded the Aggregate
of $85,000,000.

Ex-

London, March 31. The publication
of the official report on the receipts
of the state from inheritance taxes
luring the year ending today, is
awaited with considerable interest.
The' chancellor of the exchequer, in
his annual budget, estimated the revenue from death duties during the
'year ending March 31, 1906, at
Up to the end of December
the amount actually collected from
that source was only $46,515,000, as
compared with $44,270,000 during the
corresponding period of the financial

year

1SJ04-- 5.

The fact, however, that they had
to make up more than $18,000,000
during the last quarter of the fiscah
year did not worry the treasury officials much, as they knew that the
quarter ending March 31 is one of the
n.ost prosperous for the wringing of
leath duties from the pockets of the
rich, statistics show that year after
year the average return for the quarter ending March 31 is considerably
higher than any of the other three
quarters and the official would not be
ut all surprised to see the final returns from these duties exceed the
amount of last year, which was more

than
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SIR HENRY IRVING'S
SON PLAYS STAR PART.
Ivondon, March 31. Nixon & Zimmerman, the American managers, who
have just assumed control of the
L.yric theater In this city, will open

4 S

theater,

4

JEALOUS MAN KILLS
TWO BESIDES HIMSELF.
New York, March 31. In a jealous
fury, James Thearn, a cabman, shot
and killed James Black, upholsterer,
In his flat, and fatally wounded Mary
Woods,
and
Black's housekeeper,
then put a bullet into his own brain.
The woman was formerly Ahearn's
mistress. She left him a short Unit
ago and became housekeeper for
lilack.
NATIONAL
ENCAMPMENT
OF U. S. WAR VETERANS
Washington, IJ. C..' .March 31. Tao
date of holding the national encamp- meat or the L imed Males war veterans in this city was definitely fixed
today. Ii will begin October 5, and
.last, through the waok. The president
will address the derails" and review
be parade.
VACANCY

ON

TICKET
FILLED BY CONLEY.

John

A. Cor.Ii-been appointed
ho central coniaiilteo of the People's Non Partisan party to fill the
piuce on the
made vacant by
'he withdrawal of William Kit he.
Mr. Cnii'.iy will mal.e the r.uv on the

by

I
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People's Non-Pa- n
party ticket
for member of the sehool board from
S;
the
ond wat'J, fir a term of four
years.
Inquires for Relative.
been
in
has Uiihl city !rvn C. W. Viles, of Bolivar,
wh')
very anxious to
.Mo.,
cafe
re'at-ven
Walter P. Viles.
a
i
i:i this part of the
whom lie thinl-.ry.
iy informa'iou conn
Mr. Vih's.
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FIRST

and ernor general. Ant.ther fact which
tends to make the dinner memorable
members of the governor general's is that on that occasion the first pubstaff and a few cabinet ministers, ar- lic announcement of the final settlerived here this morning from Ottawa, ment, of all disputes between the DoNo official display was made minion and the United States will bo
Ont.
upon their arrival and the reception made iti an adress by Secretary of
was rather quiet. Earl and Lady Suite Ellhu Root.
Among the questions at Issue which
Gre ywere conveyed to the residence
on Madison avenue of Mr. and Mrs. have been brought to a satisfactory
Morris K. Jesup, whose guests they settlement are the protection of the
will be during their brief visit to this
in international waters, incity. This evening they will be the cluding the Great Lakes and the St.
guests of honor at the dinner given Lawrence, the fur seal fisheries disin- honor of the governor general of pute, the protection of the Niagara
Canada at the Waldorf iAsUra hy Kal'.s 8nd regulation of the water to
the Pilgrims. In the absence of Bis- be taken for power, the Newfoundland
hop Potter, Morris K. Jesup, one of fisheries and several minor boundary
the vice presidents of the Pilgrims, disputes.
will preside at the dinner.
Besides Earl Grey and Secretary
The dinner will be remarkable for Root there will be several other dismore than one reason. It will be the tinguished
speakers, among them
first entertainment of that nature Governor Higglns of New Yifk, forwhich Earl Grey has attended either mer Ambassadors Choate and Porter
in Canada or in the United States land, probably, Sir Mortimer Durand,
since he has been appointed gov the British ambassador.
Earl

by several

j

CONSIDERABLE EXTENT
SPIRITUALISM SOUTH

M.i". h 111.
!
n
:n.;

Un- .There are more than 125,000 spiritu-lalisMexico City, Mex., March 31
In Mexico alone,
der the name of National Spiritist
congress a notable convention of spir- j The object of the congress is as
.follows: Bringiug about uniformity
itualists, occulists, theosophists and ,of experiments;
studying doubtful
persons interested in psychic research 'points In the spiritism philosophy in
met here today. This day had been order to arrive at a common inter-- I
selected for the opening of the con- pretation thereof; the procuring by
ference, because It Is the anniversary ; all possible means of a propaganda
of the death of Allan Kardec, the fa- iof this philosophy; bringing about a
Nearly-onmous European spiritualist.
solidarity of the spiritualistic
and
thousand delegates, representing 'psychical research groups scattered
groups
mostly
already practising or .over the country; establishing relainvestigating spiritualism, are in at- tions with similar centers in foreign
tendance. Besides these delegates of countries; creating In this city a censpiritualistic and theosophistlc groups tral direction of the spiritist movethere are many individual believers ment; forming centers for the scientiand investigators from all parts of fic study of spiritualistic phenomena
Mexico, Central and South America, and marking and eliminating the erwith a few from the United States rors which have impeded the progress
European countries. of spiritualism in Mexico.
several
and
ts

e

DISPOSITION OF SOME

BOARD DOES NOTHING.

Washington. I). C, March 31. Tho
CROSSED ABO PASS AT NOON TO- plan for establishing
a system of
DAY, INTO THE ESTANCI A VAL- athletics on board ships appears to
LEY.
have been abandoned. A board detailed more than a year ngo, comSp.tdal to The Evening Citizen.
posed of three naval olllcers. IncludM..
31.
Willard.
March
The ing of the medical corps, has been
spiUe that clinched the connecting rail j unable to come to an agreement upon
on the Santa Fe cut-of- f
between He- a method of Instruction. A tentative
len and Kpris was driven Into place text book was provided, but nothing
yesterday afternoon at 4 o'clock by a has been promulgated to the service,
pang of men workinR In Abo canyon. and, Indeed, the board Itself has
The first train to reach here from reached no final conclusions and subHelen, crossed Abo pass at Mountaiu-ni- r mitted no report to the navy departat. noon today and came howling ment.
This has excited considerable
into Willard at 1:30 o'clock this af- comment In the service, for the reaternoon.
son that the president took a personal
Its arrival was the event of a great Interest In athletic work In the serdeal of excitement among the people vice, and special provisions
were
- f Willard,
who turned out en masse made for the Instruction of all cadets
to meet It.
at West Point and midshipmen at Annapolis.The president found that.
While the soldiers had some training
SPOKE TO LARGE
In athletics, the sailors and marines
no regular Instrucship
AUDIENCE ON STREET on board
tion In that class of work. The naval
board was detailed to prepare a sys.John W. Slayton, the forceful so- tem of training, and It; was expected
cialist speaker, addressed a large It would be 1n operation by this time.
crowd last night on the street corner There Is no Rign, however, that the
:t Second ftreet and Railroad avenue. board Intended to get down to busiMr. Slayton is one of the
leading ness In t.'Je near future.
si.ellbinders of the Socialist organisation, and his remarks last niglir, WILL TRY TO SLIP
GENERAL WADE IN.
although somewhat radical, from the
New York,
31. There
March
point of view of those not of the sois
cialist faith, were listened to attentive considerable talk in army i'rcles of
ly by those present. He expounds the the probable appointment of Major
doctrines cf socialism in a clear and General J. F. Wade, now on duty at
Mr. Slayton
will Governor's Island, ns commanding
forceful manner.
speak again tonight, and tomorrow general of the Atlantic division, to tho
night he will deliver what Is conceded position of a- lieutenant general and
to bo his strongest eff;rt. His tils retirement as such when General
speeches, or lectures, are on tho sub- Hates goes on tho retired list next
month and before General Corbln Is
ject of "Graft, Its Cause and Cure."
appointed. General Wtn'e Is doing
nothing to that end, his friends say,
CONGRESS SHOWS BUT
SMALL LIFE SATURDAYS. but he will probably feH that he has
Washington, I). C, March 31. To- failed to receive due recognition of a
day having been set apart for the long service If he goes on the retired
consideration of war claims, there list as a major general. The service
was but slim attendance of members is Interested in the event, since It
when the house convened. Previous gives the chance of promotion all
to taking up the calendar, a bill was lilting tho line and enables the appassed granting to the Capital City pointment of another major general
general. In
company of Helena, and another brigadier
improvement
Mont., the right to construct a dam which case Ii in likely that General J.
a major
will
Franklin
I!''l!
become
across the Missouri river In Mongeneral before he assumeR the duties
tana.
Senator Tillman announced today of chief of staff.
be would make his campaign in South
Carolina on the issue that state liquor TRYING TO WITHSTAND
THE GREAT COAL STRIKE.
laws must be amended.
Pittsburg, Pa.. March 31. All the
The president today signed the bill
directing the Secretary of the In- in ii who can be obtained are being
terior to sell all th" titu'er on the tint to work in the coal mines of tho
Jicurilia Apache Ivdlm reservation. l iiited States Coal corporation, nnd
If allotted, the cor.s. t.t of the aliotli " tiie company expects to keep all of its
must be obtained. Tin' proceeds will plants running full time, regardless
of strikes.
Last year the company
be used for the
fit of the
'
the Pittsburg Coul
f '.tiferenco i.i contracted with
Tl:e M'r.'
company for S.ooii.iiimi tons of coal a
''.nigrinij slowly.
year fu' twenty-fiv- e
years. Tills was
tn save norking out Its own holdings.
EALTIMORE ALSO HAS
HER AUTOMOBILE SHOW. It owns j,".!l acres of coal land and
mined -- 2'i.!i."ni tons of coal.
ii 31.
Haitimore, Md.,
The ati- - in
have also
by the deal- -' In n.'t v stoi k.i of fuel
tomobile show nrr.i:
ers of this city, v.:
opened this been a' niiiiilateil nt all its unties nnd
evening at the Mur
loyal f:ir"r.'A. In the i'l'ts'iiir;-- ' Coal company.
The btiildintr, al'lu i:
rot very lnr"e,
ANOTHER ACED EDITOR
is admirably uda;:
for the
poses of such H'f
FALLS PREY TO DEATH.
and is
111.
handsomely p m i'. and well liuht- M.H.t..
A.
Murch
II.
I'.i:..
e l. The exhibit
(iilte rrcdjta- - K. l'i,. Sr.. i.ci-tilleditor of the Ittitie
ble and includes
f the best ex- - M :u
atid mi" of t'.ie prominent
n
hibits which b.
previously t.. u.s;,..;i, r l.u'li of tl.e noitliwi st,
il.-s
shown nt the u
in New York
),!' to.i.iy cf he art fuilmc, us;e.l
:

!"

.
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.March 31. The Metro- , Tin; next season of the Metropolitan
politan opera season is drawing to a will begin November -- 'i and will conseventeen weeks. At the close
close and director Conried is already tinue
laying his plans for the next season. of the regular season it is possmle;
Conried win give a supple-The plans are gradually assuming that Mr. season
in which ail of the
nioie definite shape and Mr. Conried mental
Wagner works will be performed in
will have most of thein mappe I out chronological
order,
with
when lie sails for Europe on April 24.
"Die Keen" or "i:.en;'.i" and ending
Ii is already settled that .Miss
"Parsifal."
Itickard Strauss'
Walker will return next year. Mine. with
w opera "Salome" and his
Scliumai:ii-Hciiithe contralto, bus io
may also lie produced, with
signed a contract to appear at tV'
composer conducing then:. lie
Metropolitan in February, after her the planning
a trp to this country
concert tour. Nordica and Karnes lis
fall.
have not yet signed, but it is probable
The holts" wi'l bo thoroughly r''lio- that both will come to an agreement
a!.-- :
lie a number
with Mr. Conried. An offer has been vaie.l and there wM!
changes in the a't litoritim, inelud-- i
made to Iltirgsialler to return next of
.season, but l.e has not yet signed; ing the putting in of orchestra chairs
neither has Mine. Preinstal, who wi:h folding sea's.
wishes to sing soprano par's and will
rather go abroad than May here and DEATH CF H. F. ANDER- York,
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Benefit of the People.

Indianapolis, Ind March 31. The
national executive board of the United Mine Workers of America held a
session today to take up in detail the
management of the strike, which will
be Inaugurated In the anthracite and
bituminous coal mining district of
the country at the close of work today.
Men

numbering D09.50O will leave
the mines this evening, not to return
until their employers have signed the
wage scale demanded by the miners
In national convention.
In the central competitive district,
composed of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio
and western Pennsylvania, Monday
will be the eighth anniversary cf the
eight-hou- r
day concession and will be
observed, as usual, as a holiday.
Before the board went Into executive session today, some of the members said 'that no strike order will
be Issue J, but that at the close of
work today the men will leave the
nrines with their tools, and will not
return until the scale hns been signed
by the operators, and they have been
notified by the district officials. The
members of the hoard said that every
step possible will be taken to prevent,
violence, and a formal declaration of
the miners forbidding rioting or destruction of property and urging them
to properly conduct themselves, will

down tonight,
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10,000 min-

LARGE STEEL WORKS
HAVE ALREADY CLOSED.
East St. Ijouls, March 31. The re-

public Steel company suspended operation today, with the announcement that tne suspension is due to the
impending coal strike. The plant uses
500 cars loads of anthracite coal a
month, and employs 1,500 men. IUt-In- g
no. facilities to store a larga
amount of coal, the company decided
not ta attempt to continue overatlona.
OHIO HAS G00"DLY
NUMBER TO STRIKE.
Columbus, Ohio, March 31. Esti-

'

Pittsburg, Kan., March 31. Unless
the unexpected happens, the mines in
the Kansas coal district will shut

mates today place the number of miners who probably will strike in Ohio,
at between 25,000 and 30,000.
GOVERNMENT MAY TAKE
CHARGE OF THE MINES.
Chicago, March 31. The Tribune's
Washington corresjiondcnt says:
It
Is a Rerious thing to say, yet I believe I am justified in saying that if
the strike of the coal miners la permitted to continue to the point where
the piled up stocks are practically
exhnusted, the government of the
United States, either through the
president or congress, or both, will
take action in the interest of tae people, constitution or no constitution.
This Is the feeling " among men ordinarily conservative.
They do not believe that congress
or the president has the right to dictate terms on which men shall operate mines or miners shall work in
mines. They do believe, however,
and that opinion waa expressed by a
hltfii official within the wwils ot the
White House Itself, yesterday, that if
any such crisis arises, the government will take possession of the mines
and opernte them for the benefit or
the piople, turning over tho money
to the proper owners, but leaving the
miners and operators to agree among
themselves, if they can.

INTERSTATE COM-

BERNALILLO COUNTY

be Issued.

SOME HAVE BEGUN THE

GREAT STRIKE TODAY.
Shamokln, Pa., March 31. Hunr
dreds of miners In this field did not
report at the collieries today. The
men toolt alt their txls front the
workings last night, which .Indicates
that tne miners expect a long strike.
NUMBER

AFFECTED
KANSAS

IN

COAL

MINES.

MERCE COMMISSION
CONTINUES UNEARTHING RAIL-WACOUNTY OFOFFENSES

DISTRICT COURT
THIRTY-FOU-

INDICTMENTS
IN
THREE DAYS, IS THE RECORD,
OF THE TERRITORIAL GRAND
JURY.

FICIALS
NOT
FOR
INDICTED
RECEIVING
INTEREST ON THE
COUNTY FUNDS.

Washington, I). C, March 31 As a
in New
result of the investigation
York by the Interstate Commerce
Commission, of the alleged under-billin- g
and misdescription of goods
by various shippers, it was stated ut
the olllce of the commission today,
that the present Intention Is to certify the cases to the department of
justice for criminal proceedings, with
a view of bringing indictments.
This action, however, will be deferred until after the commission has
conducted further hearings in other
cities, where it is alleged similar unlawful acts have been committed. At
present, it is contemplated by the
commission, to examine certain witnesses in Duffalo and Philadelphia,
where it is said frauds of. greater
magnitude than those alleged to have
been committed in New York and
vicinity, have been perpetrated. These
latter hearings will be conducted
some time In April.
GUILT

NOT DOUBTED
BUT NO INDICTMENTS.
Cincinnati, O., March
31. The
grand jury, which had been Investi-

gating payment of gratuities and
to county treasurers by banks
In which public funds were deposited.
reported lo.tay. No indictments were
returned, the jury stating that the
brinks were fully guilty with those
supplying the money, hut as the
money was being recovered by the
proper official.;, ii was not the opinion
of the grand jury that it is expedient
to bring nay Indictments connected
w ith 'tinmatter.
si
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Speeial to the livening Citizen

Vegas.

"

Match
Si nt a Ke train No. lo, wi nt Into
tile iliicli two tulles wi-ol' Kui-n, N. M.. this morning at 11:4J
1.

N".

M .,

1

t

o'('h)'. Three coaches 'Went
over th" uil ani.iiieiu, the smoker beb.g 'lie only passenger
coach In which any Injuries were
sustaile d by tlie on u; aiils. these
belli.; live .Mexican la in l'l is The
triin was rii'iming at about thirty-live
mills an hour, when a rail
lun:e,l, causing Uil- wreck. The
engine did ii"t go over, hut is off
the track. The train was in
charge of Conductor P. II. Shaffer
and Knglneer K. K. ! nuision was
in the cab.
The road w ill ho
Id cued for several hours.

R
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Work of the Jury.
If
'
Thursday Ten indictments.
Friday Eleven indictments.
Saturday
indict- Thirteen
mcnts.
Jury visited the Jail this after- - ''

4 noon.
4 ' 4

'

4

T

V

$

f

V

V

The above Is tho rtcord of the territorial grand jury for the past few
days, and the Jurymen went Into session again this afternoon, with the
prospect or making a final report on
Monday held out to them by the district attorney as an Inducement to
hurry. The visiting of the county
Jail this afternoon is strong evidence
that there was nothing better than
t'het for the jury to do, and testifies
that the close of work is close at
hand. Of the thirty-fou- r
indictments
returned the past three days, it is
stated uiMin g.xid authority that none
of them are on the Sunday closing
law, nnd very few of them are for
persons living In the county.
It is difficult to say what this wholesale Indicting of people living out of
the county Is for, but it is intlmuted
that many of the cases belong to the
railroad and that many of the Indicted are persons working for the Santa
Ke. or who have committed offenses
against the Santa Ke.
No new cases were filed today, and
from the work being done by
tlie grand Jury, tlie Second district
court has been practically Idle.
4
4
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Washington Talk That Government, as Last Resort, May
Take Charge of Mines and Run Them For

RAILROAD BUILDING

Chicago. Ill, M
itatisiicn pp'pa
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STEEL PLANT HAS ALREADY QUIT

-

BLAND, N. M.

AT

Shall be Concluded.

PASSENGER TRAIN IN

i

M

e,

DETAILED YEARS AGO.

CUT-OF- F

bt-t-

OPERA CELEBRATIES

e

MURRY!

ON

able-bodie-

-

Mr. Conried contempiaii s bringing
to this country some ioichHtor f,,i
liiy on Krench
opera, as t is not likely that
prime incr- - Nahan 1'ranko
will conduct next i a':
P.
r crn
Anton Kiichs. he Munich sa-imanilvrr.
ager, will come to the Mi tropo'ltau
tlet season, it it is possible for him
to leave Munich.
The productions
r.et year will include Warner's "The
riyir.g Dutchman" and "liieiizi'' wii'.i
HURRY!! new
seeaory. Mr. Conried also thinks
Alba-quof producing Wagner's early
work
que Water terply Company. "Die Keen" if ho an get the right of
;' '.(nuance front the prince Kc;-'eThree Hundred Thousand Dollars f of Huvaria. (Hack's "Ariiiida" is also
considered.

S'l'i;,
'all. nrn'inV:

TRAIN

Washington, D. C, March ' 31. A
valuable source of labor for use In me
construction of the l'anama canal has
been discovered In I'orto Rico, according to a report made to the war
department by Captain I). K. Ashford,
assistant surgeon of the army, who
has been doing splendid work In tne
island In exterminating anaemia, tte
Is to return to Washington shortly,
and In the mean time Is cleaning up
his affairs nt San Juan. He says that
fully five thousand
men's
addresses are with .the anaemia commission can be obtained In Porto Rico.
They are natives who have been
treated for the disease and are
They will have to be decently
treated, however, says Captain Ashford, and not placed under harsh
bosses. Xo this end he also suggests
that
officers of
the Porto Rico regiment, bo employed
as section bosses, as they know well
How to handle, the natives.

hl
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New Ycrk Money Market.

New

Interested.

4
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4

DINED IN NEW YORK

ting contralto parts.

Tonight More Than Half Million Men Will Quit
Their Work When the Day's TasR

Contended For For Ships of the Navy, in ONE LARGE
Which the President Was
and Germany Takes

4

5ANTA FE

New

HAS COME AT LAST

Of What She

4

CANADIAN GOVERNOR

OF ALL RIVER STEAMERS.
Newburgh, N. Y., March 31. At3

'

Bodied Men.

o

LARGEST AND FINEST

IN SPITE OF HOPE

OUR CANAL

f

New York.

o'clock sharp this afternoon the ne'w
stcauiffr Hendriek Hudson, just built
for the Hudson Itiver Day line, will
bo launched at the Marvel Ship yards.
Thousands of
from all parts of
the state are here to attend the
launching of the big boat, which will
be the largest and finest river steamers ever built in this country.

LABOR FOR

Alsiclras, March 31. The committee of conference on Moroccan re'4 forms has reached an agreement on
4 all points. This agreement will be
or has the contrjl or management."
4 sanctioned at a plenary session of the
In my opinion, any person voting at this election upon the bond 1 conference this afternoon.Larger List of Particular.
Issue-wh4"
Is not qualified as herein prescribed, WOULD BE GUILTY
The complete accord resulted from
OF ILLEGAL VOTING, AND SUBJECT TO THE PENALTY PRE- SCRIBED FOR THAT OFFENSE, AND JUDGES AND CLERKS OF 4 a long conference lield this morning
hovween M. Knvoll, heart of the French
ELECTION WHO RECEIVE SUCH VOTES
WOULD
BE LIKE- Mission, and Count Von Tattenliech,
WISE GUILTY OF PERMITTING ILLEGAL VOTING, AND SUB- JECT TO THE PENALTY PRESCRIBED FOR THAT OFFENSE. 4 of the German mission. The division
It Is not the Intention of the act of congress to permit men who 4 and Hlieing or the Krt8 of Morocco
refrain from returning their property for taxation, and who lear 4' was arranged tas follows:'
"Spain polices Tetuaa and La
no share of the public burden, to vote upon a mere claim to be own- - 4
Hache; a Franco Spanish mixed police
ers of taxable property upon which no taxes "have ever been paid.
Very Respectfully,
4 will be established at Casa LSlanca
and Tangier; and the French, police
NEILL, B. FIELD.
Albuquerque, N. M.. March 31.
4 force will alone have charge of
Saffl, Mazagan and llablt."
"4 4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 44 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 IT 4
This gives France four Atlantic
ports. The duration of this police
agreement Is fixed for five years.

New York, March 31
Lady Grey, accompanied

NIJMIIKK ret

FRANCE GfcTS LARGER END ATHLETICS ARE ABANDONED

their house tonight with Andre

Jeunes.se," with Lawrence Ir,
ving, son of the late Sir Henry
son of the late Sir Henry
Mr. Irving will appear in the
same play in the New Amsterdam

AS

Agreement.

4

To The Evening Citizen.
In response to your request as to my opinion as to who are quali- fled to vote on the question of Issuing bonds at the coming elec- tloti, I beg to advise that no persm except he he a qualified elector
and ."wncr of real estate or personal property, subject to taxation,
within the municipality, is so entitled to vote.
It Is my opinion that no person can claim the privilege accorded
by this provision of law without having first assumed the burden
that goes with it, and that It is the clear Intention of congress to
limit the right to vote to those persons who will bear the burdens
of taxation if the lionds are Issued.
It is provided by Section 4022, of the Compiled Laws of 1S97, that
"Every inhabitant of this territory of full age and sound mind, shall
assist the assessor in listing all property of which 'he is the owner

$85,500,000.

From January 1 to the end of
March influenza and pneumonia, together with the depression caused by
the weal her are particularly fatal, and
It has been found that elderly rich
people succumb in greater numbers at
this period than at any other during
capital
The aggregate
the year.
charged with death duties in 1901-- 2
was about $1,414,350,000, while in
1904-- 5
It was $1,325,515,000. Twenty-si- x
persons died during the last year
leaving wHlsjlx?queathing each more
of these
than $750,000. Twenty-thre- e
were for amounts above a million
dollars, while five were alove the
five million dollar mark. The estate
"of Sir Robeit Jardine paid death du
ties on nine millions of dollars, while
Baron Giimthorpe's estate was second
with nearly eight millions.

4

4

VJOG.

THE GREAT STRIKE

Peace of Europe Is Now Porto Rico Can Supply
Assured by Moroccan
Fully 5,000 Able

AN OPINION BY HON. NE1LL B. FIELD

FOR YEAR

SOURCE OF

DISTURBER

At the Approaching City Election, Tuesday, April 3Read
Article Carefully.

MAHU1I .'il,

i

QUALIFICATIONS FOR ALGECIRAS
CEASES
VOTERS ON BONDS

INHERITANCE

This

SaTl1DAY EVENING,

MEXICO,

illfett.

4

i

m

4 4

BURSUM

4 4 4 4 4 4 4
FOR MAYOR.

'

Special to The K.vening Citizen.
Socorro, N. M
March 31.
Hon. II. ). liursuni. recently re- signed
the superintendency
of the territorial
peuitentiary, H
will lie nominated tonight at the 4'
republican convention for mayor V
of Socorro. Thciv is a popular
move on foot acre favoring Mr.
Hiirsuiii,
and the democrats 4
generally will not opmse him. 4'
but on the con'rary. will vote for
him. There will be but one ticket
in the
at the coming elec- - 4

''

fb-l-

-

ATHREfc

HUNDRED
DOLLAR GIFT

to
the Water Syndicate is too much
for a franchise which Albu-

querque donated.

t

Ti
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COMPANIES

ACTIVE!

March lias not boon an ext raord- inary pood month for the real rut ate

j

1

-- WANT

I

Th: Citizen's Classified Colnmns Promote Business

by us.

Here you'll find
what you've been

GO

for.

looking

pounding Prescriptions
Time- - -

TOO LONG just
enough to know lio.v I.j
cly.
are ;!','.;.
NOT

In-

sertion.
MINIMUM

CHARGE,

15c.

MARCH

31, 1906.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

11

4,4.

X

4 4

Montezuma Trust Co.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEw" MEXICO

Make your wants
known througn
these columns.

Capital and Surplus

$100,000

Ciiizon Ads Vill Reach Them

We Have Been Conl

a Long

One cent per word, each

I

COLUMNS

Between raw and cooked veg- tables as there Is between a
pre. cripti n conioiindcd any
old way and one compounded

,

agents. Although forty-thre- e
deeds
were recorded, the. deals have been
, small, and not deals that would yield
large profits. In fact, no transfer of
any note took place during the en- tire month. There has Iveon one il- - '
vision of the business, though, that
cannot complain for the lack of trade,
and that is ho Investment companies'
division. Whllo the records show
comparatively few warranty deeds
coming from the now additions re
cently opened, It Is known that, many
monthly-paymecontracts havo been
made between the promoters and
home builders and .peculators of a
small caliber.
The following transfers were re
corded during the tnonth:

SATURDAY,

Albuquerque Evening Citizen
POPULAR

UiffGrGllCG

Record Shows That Only
Forty Three Deeds Filed
During Month.
INVESTMENT

j

CITIZEN.

LOST Small, black leather bng,
taining gold watch. Return to
Bellboys at the Alvarado
zen oltlce and receive reward.
WANT EtJ.

WANTED

-

hotel.

--

Camp cook for ranch.
Address II. Citizen office.
Typewriting mcl stenoWANTED
graphic work. Miss Blackall. The
Alvarado.
u a.n 1'ED Good men, any number,
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 315 South
First street.
Energetic,
trustworthy
WANTED
man to work In New Mexico, representing large manufacturing com
pany. Salary' $! to $90 per month,
paid weekly; expenses advanced.
Addrese, with stamp, J. H. Moore,
Albuquerque, N. M.
WANTED

!'U
pro--

nt

B. II. Briggs & Co.

4

conCiti-

4.

PERSONAL.
ATTRACTIVE young widow, very
wealthy, but lonesome, wishes to
correspond with some nice gentleman. Object, matrimony. Address,
Box 98, Harvey, 111.

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

,f'1,TlTTf

T

4

t

f

i

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Money to Loan I'&q l&i!i!k
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
On

til (jmrnsues

est

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REFIRST ST. AND GOLD AVE. f
CEIPTS, as low hi $10.00 and as high
March 2 William M. McClonan to
C
.'
Both Phones.
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
PARTY Lucy M. McClellan, lots 13. 14. 15 and
PEOPLES'
One
Time:
and strictly private.
16, block K, Atlantic &. Paclflc addi
Extends to Depositors every proper"" Accommodation, and Solicits New
TICKET.
month to one year given. Goods retion, $1.
main In your possession. Our rate
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
28 Surety Investment com
March
2
wife
Huning
Franz
March
and
For Mayor.
are reasonable. Call and see us be13, 14.
pany
Newcomer,
lots
E.
C.
to
10,
9,
11
and
Springer,
lots
to
Richard
FRANK McKEE.
fore borrowing.
15 and 17, block 13, and lots 9, 10, 11
12, block Q, Atlantic & Pacific addiOFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
MALE HELP WANTED.
12, block 36, Eastern addition, $1.
and
$1.
tion,
For City Treasurer,
to MEN WANTED Wages paid while Steamship tickets to and from all
SOLOMON LUNA, President; W. S. Stricter, V. P. and Cashier; W.
28 D. A. Macpherson
March
HENRY E. ROGERS.
parts of the world.
March 3 H. E. Fox and wife to. E. John F. Garber, part of lots 1, 2, 3, 4,
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solo- learning the barber trade; situaH. Dunbar and N". E. Stevens, 1 ot
Rooms t and 4, Grant Bldg.
5 and 6, block 1, Grant addition, $1.
special
rate.
guaranteed;
tions
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
Railroad
SIS
Ate.
For City Clerk,
and the east 18 feet of lot S, block 38,
West
March 28 M. F. Sena, et al, to
Moler System College, Los Angeles,
Huning Highland addition, $1.
HARRY F. LEE.
PRIVATE OFF1CE3.
Isldro Sandoval, lots 1 and 2, block Q, Cal.
Open Evenings.
March 5 F. H. Iamon and wife to Eastern addition, $1,
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.
Aleu in eacn state to
For Alderman, First Ward,
Malissa A. Douglas, lot 1, block 9,
March 29 J. S. Raynolds and wife WANTED
?
YOU
VOTE
signs,
and
HOW
WILL
advertise
post
travel,
Term,
Highland addition south, $1.
to Florence Hughes Chess, the west
leave samples of our goods. Salary
P. HARTLEY.
March 6 William F. Bell and wife 92 feot of lots 4. 6 and 6, blcck 43,
$75.00 per month. $3.00 per day for
Here's the Ticket.
to A. H. Waas, the west 20 fet of lot Huning Highland addition, $1.
expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept. S.,
For Alderman, First Ward,
8. block 34, New Mex
lot
all
of
and
Atlas block, Chicago.
Term,
ico Town company's addition, $1.
TRYING TO UNRAVEL
FOR A HOMk
I
WANTED Good men, any number,
A. W. HAYDEN.
March 7 Thomas A. Gurule to Herfor rock work; southern Arizona;
BRANDT
MISS
OF
MYSTERY
culiano Garcia, lots 1 and 2, block 3,
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranFor Alderman, Second Ward,
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
Severo Apodaca addition, 1250.
Term,
teed for three years. Inquire AbraNo. 310, South Edith, 6 rooms, mod
March 7 Thomas A. Gurule and ASSAULT ATTRIBUTED TO LIQUOR
GEORGE P. LEARNARD.
ham's Employment office, 315 South ern, new. Lot 50x142; sewer, trees,
ELEMENT A CHINAMAN IN THE
wife to E. A. Salazar, lot 9, biock 2,
First street.
etc. $2,700. Easy terms, If you can't
Office and Director.
CASE.
pay cash.
For Alderman, Third Ward, 4 Year Severo Apodaca addition, $75.
FOR RENT.
Term,
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
President
March 7 Henry Gleason and wife
A dispatch from La Junta, Colo., un FORRENT Good barn, ail West
M. W. FLOURNOY
PORTERFIELD & CO.
SAMUEL NEUSTADT.
Vice President
to J. L. Perea, east 48 feet of lots 11
t
avenue.
Sliver
says:
28,
of
der
March
date
FRANK
110 West Gold Avenue.
McKEE
........
Cashier
and 12, block 9, Huning Highland ad
Rev. John L Brandt, pastor of the FOR RENT Rooms for houseKeep-Ing- ;
R. A. FROST
Assistant Cashier
For Alderman, Fourth Ward,
dition, $1.
Louis,
airy;
large
ventilated;
well
St.
of
Christian
church
and
First
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Term.
Director
work and conveyancing.
Notarial
March 8 Richard Springer and passed through
Ia Junta today on his well furnished; rent reasonable. 524
JOHN S. BEAVEN.
wiTe to A. L. Martin, lots 2 and 3,
way
daughter,
avenue.
NinaV.
West
Railroad
with
'
his
home
V. 3. DEPOSITORY. .i!jSS5r:"
CARDS
block F, Highland addition south, $1.
PROFESSIONAL
Don Summers, assistant cir- FOR RENT Brick house, with bath,
For Member of the School Board, First
March 8 Albert Eisemann, et al, Brandt.
attorney
Louis,
with
cuit
of
St.
is
Term,
Ward,
at 207 North Fifth street. Maynard
DENTISTS.
to Ixsyd Hunsaoker, lots 1 and 2,
Authorized Capital
r....$500,000JO
..m
them.
E. L WASHBURN.
Guns uY.
block 6, C. W. Lewis addition, $1.
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
$250,000.00
says
daughter
his
had
Mr. Brandt
DR.
KRAFT,
E.
J.
rooms,
and
Furnished
FOR
March 8 W. W. Beckett and wife
RENT
Dental Surgeon.
For Member of School Board, Second to Effle Williams, lot 7, block 7, been slugged, drugged and robbed. Dr. rooms for light housekeeping; 511
Depository for Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company
Brandt Is the head of a temperance
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
Term,
Ward,
South Third street.
Brownell and Lail addition, $10.
spethe Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
WILLIAM KIEKE.
March 9 B. Totl and wife to Emil society in St. Louis that made a
FOR SALE
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
Mann, lots 10 and 11, Powell and cial fight on drinking clubs. Attor
ney Summers intimated that the girl FOR sXle Windmill, second-hand- ;
ma!L
For Member of School Board, Second Brsger addition, $1,000.
the victim of the. nght between the cheap. Address 1005 South Arno
Term,
Ward.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
March 12 C. E. Hice to Harry Ben is
street.
OTTO L. RICE.
Office
No. 308 Railroad avenue.
jamin and wife, lots 110 and 111, block liquor interests Inand the law enforce
ment element
St. Imis.
FOR SALE All lots in Coronada hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
9, P. Armijo & Bros, addition, $100.
Las Vegas, N. M., March 28. Dr.
For Member of School Board, Third
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
March 13 Ben Goldman, et al, to
L. Brandt and his daughter,
Term,
'
pointmcnts made by mail
Ward,
Broadway.
C. M. Foraker, lots 14, 15. 16, 17. 18, John
Vegas at 2 o'clock SELL, RENT OK TRADE
GEORGE R. CRAIG.
your
19 and 20, block 3. Romero addition, Miss Nina, left Las
iist
PHYSICIANS.
this morning. At some suburban
property with T. L. McSpadden, 200
$1.
near St. Louis Mrs. Brandt will
For Member of School Boaid, Fourth
Broadway.
South
March 13 Surety Investment com- town
MAHAFFEY, M. D.
L.
A.
o!
New Mexico
Term,
Ward,
pany to Fletcher C. Bulllngton, lots join them, 'and they will go to In- FOR SALE A drug store in good lit Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
physician
dianapolis.
advises
The
O. N. MARRON.
McSpad5 and 6, block 5, Perea addition, $450.
snap.
over
building,
a
T.
Whiting
townr
L.
25,
lie
Room
taken
Capital Paid In
$100,000 00
Jaffa to Martha A. that, theSt.young women Isbein notwretchMarch 15 B.-den, 300 Sooth Broadway.
Vann's drug store. Automatic
:
a
Louis. She
back to
Surplus and Profits
17,000 00
Huning
14,
12,
Mock
Whitcomb,
lot
telephone, 410.
TO THE VOTERS
SALE OR TRADE a good busiFOR
physically,
is
ed
state
her
but
mind
Highland addition, $1
T. L. Mcfor city property.
ness
MUST,
L.
R.
again
although
DR.
perfectly
clear,
she
March 15 Lloyd Hunsacker to An
OF ALBUQUERQUE
Spadden. 300 South Broadway.
remember many of the inci
tonio Eunson. lot 3. block 6, C. W. cannot
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Office,
FOR SALE Cheap, seven acres of
Highland addition No. 1, 1 ots dents of her Journey nere.
Lewis'
Tubercv.losls treated with
choice land, close in on ditch. Owner
A wound on her head, underneath
We, the undersigned, candidates 1, 2, 3 and 4, block J, Highland addlr
O. N. MARRON, President; Wm. FARR,
Vice President; J. B.
Electrical Current and Gergoing away; it's a bargain. Address,
the hair, corroborates her story of
lor mayor and aldermen on the Citi lion south, $1
day
McDONALD,
given
HERNDON,
Cashier;
Roy
each
Assistant Cashier;
micide.
Treatments
114,
City.
Box
hereby
being
ticket,
struck on the head. The doc
sens'
. .1 r, n,
,.P-l.lA
a
Valentin! and
March 17
r M. . . i . n a . m.
n
i
8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
al c.
YiicrvM, i.
aJTC, u. n. vvciiimHn,
a
& from
pledge ourselves to the people of Al wife to SarahFerdinando
have no doubt as to the FOR SALE Cheap, Fairbanks
oinunu,
13, 14 tors here
Jone
Smith,
'phones.
lets
Both
in
attendance.
we
enbe
D.
case
CARNS.
shall
story.
power
C. C. Gordon
gasoline
H.
Dr.
A.
truth
buquerque, that in
JAY
HUBBS
of
and
Morse
her
$
15,
B,
block
Business
Mandell
DR. W. G. SHADRACH,
gine, suitable for small pumping
pronounced the trouble acute hysteria,
elected to said offices, and if the prop and
Residence addition, $2,600.
plant. Enquire J. W. McQuade.
osition to purchase the plant of the andMarch 19 J. B. Herndon to J. C caused by a blow and by fright. He
INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS AT THE RATE OF G
Water Supply company Is rejected, at Baldridge, the north half of lot i, says that she will recover both men FOR SALE Small stock merchandise Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
C
FIVE PER CENT PER ANNUM.
Throat.
the coming election, we will vote auu blocK. 10, N. T. Armijo addition No
tal and physical health.
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300 Occullst and and
coas
for
Fe
Aurlst
Santa
any
the
against
extension of
work
Mrs. Brandt said last night that
South Broadway.
Office, 313
West Railroad
franchise of the Water Supply com $1.
he had received a telegram from her FOR SALE A handsome Hardman lines.
March 19 Andreas Romero and fhusband,
avenue.
pany, unless the same shall be first
way
is
his
on
home
who
piano,
la
fine
condition
almost
and
Jc;-itwo pieces of
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
uubmitied to and approved by the wife to west Sanchez,
from Ias Vegas, N. M., with their
new, nt a bargain.
For particu- p. n
ESTABLISHED 1S7I I
0 "OLD RELIABLE"
side, of Broadway, $1.
electors of Albuquerque, at an elec land on 19 Broadway
dedaughter,
Mies
She
Nina
Brandt.
office.
lars,
call
at
this
In
and
March
Land
purpose.
tlon to be held for that
DRS. W. H. & J. D. NUSBAUM,
clined to say where the telegram was
SALE $25,000 rancn at a barWe further pledge ourselves to the vestment company to Charles A. Rey dated or to say when she expects her FOR
property
will
lu
gain;
small
7
8,
33,
take
nobis,
Eastern
lota
block
and
and Surgeons,
people of Albuquerque, and promise
husband, and daughter. The message
exchange. Write, wire, phone or Office Physicians
$1.
& Maynard's Jewover
Hlckox
that in case or our election to said addition,
wife
from
Dr.
his
that
assured
Brandt
talk witN F. L. McSpadden. 303
March 20 Oliver E. Cromwell to .1.
street.
elry
Store.
Second
offices, if the proposition to purchase
she
girl
rational,
but
was
said
the
South Broadway.
company, lots 21 and was very
said plant is accepted by the people M. Moore Real'y
but
could
weak
take
and
NURSE.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE For
block 16, Perea addition, $1.
'
'
at the coming election, we will by 22,March
cifv or ranch property, a new turn
20 Surety Investment com little nourishment.
proper ordinances, place the manage
M.
R. Wharram,
Mr.
indignant,
the
is
that
Mrs.
Brandt
ish'ed
rooming
1
location
house.
Best
pany
and
lots
Hesselden,
Wallace
to
ment and administration of the water
Room 31, Barnett building. Auto
name of her daughter shuuld be coupin the city. Address F. J., this of phone,
I
works in the hands of an absolutely 2, block 11, Perea addition, $475.
613; Colo., 165 B. Hours, 9
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Grocer!
CharChinaman,
led
the
with
of
that
flee.
In
20
Broadway
Land and
March
committee or comrais
hydroMassage,
7
10.
In
12
Southwest.
to
to
the
and
lie Yee. "Charlie Yee is one of the
sion, composed of representative bus! vestment company to Laura E. Mad nicest loys I know," said Mrs. Uranett. FOR SALE A good general merchan therepy and other Battle Creek methdise and grocery business, with meat ods.
ness men and citizens, no more than dlson. lots 2 and 3. block 26, Eastern "He was a member of our household
AND
market Included, and buildings for
three of whom shall belong to the addition, $250.
In
mo
helped
for
year
nearly
a
and
rent.
Inquire, M. Dragole, 300
March 20 Alfred A. T Tinible, et al. my
UNDERTAKER.
same political party; that said com
amung
Chinese.
work
the
mission
enNorth Broadway;
to Walter G. Hope, all of block 1. ex
m it tee or commission snail be
ALBUQUERUE, N. If . Q
RAILI DAD AVENUE
about nine years since he FOR SALE Black Monorca and Bar Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo. Red 115
tirely divorced from and placed be- cept 5oxlf0 feet on southeast corner It hasourbeenfamily.
was
picture
BORDERS,
That
A.
yond political Influence; and we fur- Huning Highland addition, $1.
red Plymouth Rock eggs, for hatch
to send back to his people in
Cltv Undertaker.
ing; 75 cents per setting. Ed. Mc- ther agree that all employes of the March 20 Broadway Land and In- taken
our
Building. Black
of
all
China.
of
pictures
He
sent
Club
Commercial
ODD FELLOWS7
M.
water works, under city management, vestment company to G. W. Yocum family
Gulre,
N.
Albuquerque,
and we gave consent to his
and white hearse, $5.
shall be under a proper system of 1' ts 4, 5 and 6, block 35. Eastern addj- being photographed
r
first-clasdouble-baFOR
SALE
A
Perhaps, yes. We may be a llttle-ou- t
with Nina."
otvll service, to the end that eald lion, l3b.
LAWYERS.
shotgun; bran new
reled,
When asked if Charlie Yee had gone
of the common run of comic paper
property shall have a careful and
2o Harriet
March
C. Ackerman
one
used;
never
of th
has been
to China, Mrs. Brandt said that
Rodey.
S.
Bernard
honest manugement for the best in- and husband to Sarah E. Salter, lots back
plumbers,
in that we do work promptof
at
Call
best makes.
The Citizen
h,' nad not and that he was some
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquerue
terests of the city and people.
S. !, in an.l 11. block 1, and lots 37
ly, faultlessly and don't run up our
flee fnr particulars.
particular
in
what
Illinois,
at
where
all
to
given
ac
understand,
N. M. Prompt attention
the
Aa the people
end 38. block 2. Coronado place, $2.2imi
bills into extortionate figures. OtherSALE OR TRAuiv 2 rooming business pertaining to the profession
ceptance or rejection of the propMarch 21 Minnie F. Bull to Mr.s liiiu she declined to state, but said FOR
300
McSpadden,
L.
South
houses.
T.
him
telegram
hr.d
from
a
she
wise, we're just common, ordinary,
received
practice in all courts of the terri
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units bo worn again t!:l.; s
,1 me
This was the question
the other day. Indeed they will he
worn; and Judging ly the numbers
shown In the shops, and tl.e pre-vvariety of suitable materials on exhibition, every woman must be going
to have several of them.
Piques are going to be worn both
for the smart morning frock with a
Jacket and also for the Bhlrt-waluit proper. The majority of the now
piques show many styles of cording
and patterns and are so woven now
that they have become well adapted
to tailor cut. and finish. Although
white piques are so much favored,
those in colors are hardly seen at all
The
In the fashionable "make-ups.- "
trimming most to be used Is the eyelet embroidery, Hedbo or Danish cut
work, which promises to be as popular as the Hardinger of last season.
A smart design on the blouse Eton
.style was developed In white pique
and trimmed with bauds of embroidery. The waist was mode In blouse
d
vest and
style with a
backward turning fronts to form
Hands of embroidery decorate
the cuffs of the short sleeves and
and collor. The graceful skirt
Is of the popular circular shape with
two seams the one at the center of
the front being mado In Dutchess
jstyle. This skirt should be about five
yards and a half round with only
enough fulness about the waist to
it
at the
form an inverted
back.
Hadebo embroidery in combination
with a pretty weave of pique was
used for a second exnmple of a shirtwaist suit. The skirt was of the nine
it
gored order with an Inverted
back and at each side which is
made in Dutchess style to yoke depth
' of
a.a dthe front gore has an "in-sembroidery reaching from the belt to
the foot. The waist by means of tucks
simulates the Dutchess effect and a
panel front of embroidery decorates
the front, and the cuffs of the 6ame
trim the long close sleeve.
Linen as I have written you before
Is to bo extremely fashionable, and If
you have but one new dress have it

Elbow sleeves and a silk belt WARM WEATHER

nn dstock of white silk completed

the

costume.
Linen Is also liked for tho yatchlng
suit, in combination with braid ornn-tnen- ts
and cord lacing. The shoulders
nre long giving plenty of freedom to
the arms when used for sports and
athletics. A removable shield fills in
the open neck and may be used with
or without a high collar. A novel idea
Is the closing of the skirt on each
side of tho front gore of the skirt,
while the fulness of the back Is taken
t.
up by an Inverted
Over the
skirt the blouse sags nil nround and
unwrists
sailor sleeves gather at the
der a plain crff.
Although you see many vivid colors
on the counters, do not be deceived by
them, "this Is to be a white season,"

t

st

Sloan's

LINGERIE GOWN

Liniment)
Price

suits. All the skirts exthose Intended for more ceremonious wear, nre made with short
skirts graduated in that shortness according to tho use to be mado of tho
dress. Low shoos tan, grey, or the
again popular white will be worn over
beautifully worked stockings. Tuckers
will be worn by those who dislike the
open throat, and In nny case it is well
o have one with each dress so made
for In this climate so changeable, the
open nock dresa is often impossible
even in summer and especially the
evenings.
The little fancy bloleroes of silk,
chiffon or lace are a "happy thought"
adjunct to these
dresses
to bo worn on cooler days and evenings. Some are fastened to the waist,
but many are detachable,
making
them thus far more serviceable and
often changing the whole effect of the
dress, a pleasing feature if one has
but one gown.
These "change effect" accessories
of dress should receive a good
Jf attention from every woman who
v;onomlre for additional collars and
cuffs, belts, bolerocs, etc., are the poor
d
woman's
In the matter of
nice dressing.
For the shirt-wai- st
suit during tb
hefwpon seasons, many are made of
hower-profoulards, which by the
new process used in making them.
shirt-wai-

st

cept
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HPS FOR THE
HOME MILLINER

For the last dancing school days
an exquisite frock Is of sheer French
mull finished with Val lace and fine
French embroidery.
The skirt Is short, barely escaping
the knees, full in width and Is finish
ed with the dainty embroidery with a
narrow row of the Val insertion
above it.
The blouse has a narrow, closely
shirred vest, which has two inserts of
the Val, while the insertion is used
on either side of it.
The wide cape collar is made entirely of the lace and embroidery,
and the sleeves consist of double
puffs, confined with the embroidered
bands.
The white of this delicate frock
Is unrelieved, a broad soft sash of
pure white girdles the waist, while
white embroidered silk stockings are
worn with Uld slippers to match.

There are so many new and startling shapes sliowu this spring, as well
as many older but still popular ones,
s ia
Jill
VM' li- "''
that it is hard to tell which styles
are most popular.
It is seldom, indeed, that one may
wear hats with stiff, high crowns or
no crowns at all, brims twisted into
all sorts of flares and frilis, or no
brims at all, and, no matter which
style is chosen, feel that it is perfectly "a hi mode."
It Is safe to say, however, that tho
wide, Happing brim is somewhat in
For the coming sultry days a lin
disrepute. The hats as a rule are
gerie gown of the most, delicate India
smaller and there also seems to be
linen has been made. It has a flounce
a gradual tendency toward the larger
and pastron and yoke of embroidered
crowns, although, as mentioned before
linen.
perfectly crownless models are still
At the foot of the skirt, which is
in vogue to quite an extent.
long and full, is a narrow frill. This
Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 will give some
is finished simply with a hem. Set
idea of the variety shown in the popdirectly about it Is a flounce eight
ular styles.
width. This is of the
which assertion there is ample inches Inand
In viewing the imported models one of
at the head of it is two
proof;
dressmaking
parlors
for
of
the
ia very forcibly struck with the evl- our most fashionable cosuimers are encircling rows of embroidered inser
full of white models ami are turning tion.
A yoke of the embroidery is about
out an unprecedented number of white
the hips, being deep and pointed in
gowns for all occasions.
front, and short on the hips. This is
Perhaps the favorite material for of the embroidered linen, and is sephousedress is the Persian lawus. The arated from the full flounce by a band
ground is almost invariably
white of the insertion. The same effect is
over which are strewn the most beau- carried out on the liodico.
flower
tiful patterns in delicate
The girdle is of the linen, and is
shades, conventional
designs, etc. high and carefully boned to give the
see
Still one does
a few colored Per- necessary close fit.
sian lawn, though they are by no
The hat to be worn with this summeans as beautiful in pattern or col- mer gown
al
is a creation of chip,
oring as their white competitors. The lace, a pink rose and a white aigrette.
lawns aro particularly used for the
fancy blouse.
For lawns and all the thlu fabrics TIPS FOR THE
now so popular the shirred modes are
HOME MILLINER
particularly effective; and a very
pretty kown was developed in a white
law n figured In violets with its shawl
collar and cuffs of valciennes lace.
The foundation of the skirt was comV 'A
T
posed of five gores, the from goro
formed a panel extending into a hip
yoke to which was attached by means
of three groups of skirriugs
on an
over skirt made with a slight train.
The waist was shirred model having
a lace V and shawl collar and the
sleeves were put into the arm boles
with groups of shirrings and finished
with a shirred cuff and fall of lace.
Dimities mado up in empire or
princess styles are charming for tho
lient attention paid to the color shirt-wai- st
suit to be worn as house
"schemes," most of the creations be- gowns or small informal affairs ou
ing carried out in various tints of one summre afternoons. Flowers, gauges,
color, or in beautiful combination; al- ribbons are effective garnitures for
though some of the flower hats are these dresses.
startling in their daring combination
For an afternoon frock a graceful
of all sorts of colors.
model was shown in which tucks and
It is hard to decide what color, or plaits were used with good effect. In
colors, aro most popular, but shades the waist the lucks at the back and
Flowers are used in great profusion
of lavender and greens are very much those nearest the front are stitched this season so great, in fact, that
used. In materials, maline and iao to the lower edutt and the rest end some of the popular bats really re
fancy braids easily hold first place, al yoke depth, the closing being at the
animated gardens,
although lace and both plain and left side. Tho neck was cut in fancy) The most noticeable feature In the
fancy straw are very good.
use of flowers is the dar-outline disclosing a pret ty plast ron.
The maline hats, made by coveting
standing collar finishes the neck, 'ng shown ir. the combination of many
a wire frame with several thicknesses and the short sleeves aro drawn in liin'erent varieties and colors on the
of maline, put on perfectly plain, with under a narrow band. A crush belt sa mebat. One of the prettiest
a bias binding of the same around
a pretty finish to the waist. The Ui its along this line Is the flower
edge of he brim, are very pretty and
In this uoveliy. many different
was mado with eleven gores and,-'ette- .
comfortable.
shown, and some of
seams to yoke depth are made in combinations
fie
e
Maline Is also applied to wire duchess style stitched to straps
color schemes are stunning. In
frames in tiny ruffles or gathers, but durneath. Slightly gores sections are one example s. en, the center of tho
'hr plain ones are more popular.
inserted at the side and front seams osctte was fotiued a pink moss hose
t.
Tho Neapolitan braid is used on and laid in plaits that flare in tan ef-- I bud, surnvndli.p, this were
many models this year, often in
As this was Intended solely for! not s, and the border was of violets,
dai.-lei
s
with maline or lace.
For children's bat s he huge
housewear there was a considerable
Straw retains its usual popularity, of a train, but the model would l,e just made of w hite ribbon untliered around
elTecthat of a smooth surface being pre- as effective without tho train and a yellow center are pretty and
ferred to the rougher varieties.
more pleasing perhaps to most wo - ,tive.
extensively. The
Ft at hers are us-men.
Whilp linens and piques are worn large shaded quills are perhaps the
made of linen. The fruit tints such as
4'iiei i , Mirtwmiij, cuiieiiL are snown for mornings and dimities in the af- most popular trimming for street hats,
hut pink blue and apple green with ternoon, (lowered organdies and mus- although wings are Mill seen on many
white as their leader are the most lins are par excellence, the material of the latr models.
For dress or fetnldress hats ihe
called fur colors. There are also some for evening gowns, and the makers
beautiful tints of ivory and cream havo been lavish in Die grace audi large aU'ctte is very popular. Sha led
use l effect ively, eiththa' will be much in demand later on artistic beauty of their patuins and plumes or also
in combination with flowthe lovelv new collar effects. Frills er alone
in the season.
Hlue linen was use for a very sim- edged with valenciennes laces will be ers, lace or buckles.
The combination cf plumes and
suit and lace motifs most popular form of decoration.
ple thirt-waigood this season.
Organdy over pink silk was made flowers is
were used for it a decoration. The
shows an Imskirt like tuanv of the new designs for a debutante in the popular prin- The illustration given
chip
showed" plaits' in its construction cess style. The skirt was made with ported model of pa'e yellow
placed in groups and stitched to yoke many pores nnd the fulness about the straw, trmnied with wrcilit of pink
depth. This skirt which was intenued waist w as gat In red to form a corset roses and a beautifully shaded plume.
from which the folds fall in gracefor sTcet wear was quite short in
length but had a measurement of six ful lini s. Ti e waist was developed sleeves Wei-!.- of '.bow l.'tig'h from
finish.
yards aliout the bnituin. The waist fnun Irish lace with bolero fronts and which falls of lai i: were the
s are
"was f 'lie ,!:i'n.---t cut iinn:;!.!i:.ble l.if back of the organdy el::el with lace.
Open l;eek :' d '.,.iit ih--- :
ti e lit w
with
tl'e lac- 1.!" neck was n::i
low and tin the c!.a';te:ei
aits
ef
;o!um!
i
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theater bolero has the formation

of a circular cape, nnd is created for

the late spring days. The material
from which it is fashioned is heavy
pongee, in the natural tone, and is
richly embroidered in a mutiplicity of
hues, with insets of Russian lace.
The
are scarce more
than full flounces.
In delicate blue straw is a hat that
harmonizes with this evening garment. The wide brim is arranged
curtain fashion, and small roses,
shading through several shades of
pink, wreath the crown, and are
massed on the bandeau. From the
left side of the crown Is an immense
sweeping aigrette In soft rose tone.
deml-sleev-

have become much more serviceable;
and a gown made of this material
would also do for next winter's wear
as well. Another fabric that will be
widely used this summer is the chif-fff- o
taffeta.
A simple gown developed from this
last material was yet mado elaborate
enough for all but tho most formal
affairs. A fitted lining supported tha
waist which is laid in fine tucks attached to a round yoke above which
shows the shallow tucker and standing collar. The sleeves are laid in
tucks from below, the gathered
shoulder puff and finished with a cuff.
The modish flare skirt is of seven
goro cut, fitting closely at the top,
with a measurement of about six
yards at the bottom. The costume Is
further decorated by a fancy embroidered band around the yoke from
which extend tabs four inches deep;
and about the skirt is another band
an dtabs six inches above the foot- For the binding of light colored
skirts, a mercerizi braid in a large
lino of colors are now shown. It is
softer, lighter and n. ue durable than
the woolen or linen braids for summer dress and not so hard on tl
shoes.
.1

SLASHED WITH KNIFE

BRUISED WITH STONES
Joso Gabaidou ( i :.e out anything
y with two na- but best in an
lives, working nea Mountalnair, last
i li
week, receiving a
with a knife
anil bruises from
jiig stones. The
in charge bv a
natives were t.i'.
deputy sheriff r.t '. .lard.
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OVER NO. 209 WEST
AVENUE,
RAILROAD
O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR.

iio

14
innr. vVigil, for the Lot 1, Sec. 25, T. 7 N
.
e,
o
.
ill
mii in mcc. au, T. 7 N., R. '.t3
R.. lot 2. Sees. 25 and 26, T. 7 N , R
2 B.. nnd Tract A in lot 3, In
Sec 35.
T. 7 N., R. 2 B and Tract IJ, lot
V
Sec. 35. T. 7 N.. R. 2 rc
nH
T. 6 N.. II, 2 E.
-

J--

Ko names tho following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Edward F. Otero, of Albuquerque,
N. M.; Slsto Haco y Baca, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Mariano Vigil, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Placido Salazar y
Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest against the allowance of said
proof, or who known of nv nWnn.
tlal reason under the laws and regu
lations or tne interior Department
why such proof should not be allowed
will be trlven an nnnnrtnnltn n
h
time and place to
e
tne witnesses of said
claimant, and to offer evidence in
rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL, R. OTERO.
Register.
above-mention-

ed

erosa-txamm-

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 1600.)
Ileimrtment of the Interior, United
States I. and Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
March 29, 190C.
Notice Is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support cr his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1S91 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act or February 21, 1S93, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
bo made before the United States
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
New Mexico, on May 10, 1306, viz:
Adelalda S. de Otero, for the lot 1,
sections 12 and 13, township 7 north,
range 2 east, and sections 7 and 18,
township 7 north, raoige 3 east, and
lot 2, sections 12 and 13, township 7
north, range 2 east, and lot 2, sections 7 nnd 18. township 7 north,
runge 3 east, of S. H. C. No. 1C0O.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
I'lacldo Sa.lazar y Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Jesus Salazar y Otero,
of Peralta. N. M.; Higinio Chavez, of
reralta, N. M.; Jesus Garcia, of Albuquerque, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or wh knows of any substantial reason under tho laws and regulations
of the interior department why such
proof should not bo allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the above
e
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL. R. OTERO,
Register.

Notice is hereby given that an
Will lie hi.l.l In I lo. CO. ,,f All.,,.
querque, New Mexico, on Tuesday,
Ant'll
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ELKs'

Opera House

SATURDAY,

MARCH

31

oclock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m., of
MATINEE AT 2:30 P. M.
am nay, at tho following poliing
NK5IIT AT 8:45 P. M.
places
Engagement
of the
Distinguished
First Ward City Hall.
Actor,
Second Ward At office of Chas.
Chadwick & Co., on Oold avenue.
Third Ward At office of E. H. MR. CHARLES B. IIANFORD
Dunbar, on South Third street.
Fouitb. Ward Near corner of CopAccompanied by
per avenue and Third street
At Which Kalil olrwtlnn tha iimtirtorf
electors of the said City of Albuquer MISS MARIE DROFNAH
que, mew mexico, residing wltnin tne
In Two 8uperb Productions.
limits of the said city, snail choose
the following officers:
of Venice
One Mayor For a term of two Tfsc
years;
At the Matinee,
One City Clerk For a term of two
years ;
AND
One City Treasurer For a term of
two years.
Two Memhern- - rf im fit- - rv,,nn The Taming of the Shrew
from the First Ward On for a term
.
Of fnill VDnri
At Night. '
u
" " ' Ii urn. mi a- icruj ui
two years, to fill out an unexpired
Each play presented with every atten
i in.
One Msmher nf tha fliv rVxmnll
tion to detail.
from the Second Ward For a term
ui lour years;
Prices
...$1.50, $1 and 75o
One Member of the City Council
from the Third ward For a term of
NOTE Preceding the performance
four years.
The Taming of the Shrew." Mr. Han- One Member of tho ritv rmirntt ford
will present the one act Naim.
from the Fourth Ward For a term of
leonlc play "THE OLD GUARD."
four years.
One Member of the rtonrd nf TMn. Seat on sale at MaUon's,
Wednesday,
cation from the First Ward For a
marcn zb, at 8 o'clock.
term of four years;
Two Members of th Ttnr,i Tf TeVtll.
cation from tho Setond Ward One
tor a term or four years, and one for a
term ot two years, to fill out an unexpired term.
One Member nf the rtnnrd nf ttmh.
cation from the Third Ward For
tern oi tour years;
One Member of tho Unnrd nf DM ii.
cation from the Fourth Ward For a
ten i or four years;
FRANK McKEE, Mayor.

Merchant

ii--

ELKS' THEATRE

TUESDAY

pioTICE
Notice Is hereby given that an election will be held in the City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Tuesday,
April 3, 1906, between the hours of 8
o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m., of
said day, at the following polling
places:
First Ward City Hall.
Second Ward At office of Chas.
Chadwick & Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward At office of E. II.
Dunbar, on South Third street.
Fourth Ward Near corner of Copper cvenue nnd Third street.
At which election the question of
authorizing tho issuance of Three
Hundred Thousand ($300,000) Dollar
of bonds of said City of Albuquerque,
New Mexico, to purchase and extend
tho vater works now owned by the
Water Supply company of said city,
will be submitted to the qualified
electors of said city, who are the
owners of real or personal (property,
subject to taxation, within the City
of Albuquerque.
FRANK McKEE. Mayor.
NOTICE

3 APRIL 3
HOLDEN

BROS.' LATEST SUCCESS

The Marvelous Scenic
Melo-Dram- a,

What Women Will Do
One of the Novelties of the Soason.
ONE LONG LAUGH.
DON'T FAIL TO SEE
The Great Shipwreck Scene.
The Fight to the Death tn the Storm.
What Women Will do for Love and
Revenge. ,
The Ship Turned Upside Down.
The Live Saving Station.
A PICKED CAST OF CAPABLE PEO

PLE IN THIS GREAT PLAY.
We absolutely tuara.nt.nA to eivevnu
something entirely new and away
incin an otners.
seats on sale at
Mat son's.
Prices

35c, 50c and 75c

Notice is hereby given that an
election will bo held in the City of
Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Tuesday, April 3rd, 1906, between the
hours of 9 o'clock a. m, and 6 o'clock
p. m., of BaflL day, at the following
SANTA FE BRANCH...
voting places:'
c
First Ward City Hall.
BIDS WANTED.
Second Ward At office of Chas. Effective
December 10,1905
Chadwick & Co., on Gold avenue.
Iiids will bo received at the office
Third Ward At office of E. II. Eastbound.
Westbound.
of tho clerk of the board of county Dunbar, on South Third street.
commissioners of Bernalillo county, up
Fourth Ward Near corner of CopNo.
426.
Stations.
to 10 o clock In the forenoon of Sat per avenue and Third street.
No. 425.
urday, April 14, 1906, at the court
At which said election the question
house of said county, In Albuquerque, of authorizing the issuance of Thirty
3:00am
Pueblo
11:05 p m
for the doing of the following work Thousand ($:i0,000) Dollars of bonds 4:35 a m
Colo. Springs
9:40 p ra
First, for repairs and additions to of the said City of Albuquerque, New 7:30 am Ar. Denver Lv.
7:00pm
the county bridge over the Rio Grande Mexico, to erect and build a city 12:61pm
Espanola
1:26 p ni
building, will be submitted to the 11:00am Lv. Santa Fe Ar. 3:30 pm
at Barelas.
Second, for reconstruction of a por qualified electors of said city, who
3:00 p m
Barranca , 11:36 p in
Hon of the county bridge at Corralles
are the owners of real or personal 4:02pm
Servllleta
10:29 pm
Third, for work upon, and In the vl property, subject to taxation, within 4:32 pm
Tres Pledras
10:00p m
the said City of Albuquerque, New 6:45 pm
clnlty of, the Alameda dyke.
Antonlto
8:10 p m
8:30 pm
Fourth, for dyke construction at Mexico.
Alamosa
6:40am
2:11 p m
FRANK McKEE, Mayor.
Atrlsco and other work for the pro
Einbudo
12:26 p m
tection of property from floods in that
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
vicinity.
where good meals are served.
Bids can be submitted for cither or
(Small Holding Claim, No. 2072.)
all of said four different pieces of
Connections.
work, and the board reserves the Department of the Interior, United
At Antonlto, for Durango, Sllvertoi
right tj reject or accept any or all
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M and intermediate points.
bids.
March 8, 100C.
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and
Said work is to be done according
Notice is hereby given that the fol- Intermediate points, via either the
to specifications which can bo seen lowing named claimant has filed no- standard gauge line via La veta Pas
upon application to the clerk of the tice of his Intention to make final or the narrow gauge via Salida, makproof In support of his claim, under ing the entire trip in daylight and
hoard at the court house.
By order of the board of county sections 16 and 17, of the act of March passing through
the FAMOUS ROYAL
3, 1S91, (26 Stats., 854), as amended GORGE.
carnmlssloners.
Also for all points on th
by the act of February 21, 1S93, (27 Creed's branch.
(Seal)
A. B. WAL.KER,
Probate Clerk and
Clerk of Stats., 470), and that said proof will
a. S. BARNEY, Traveling Freight
the Board of County Commissioners bo made before tho United States and Passenger Accent.
of
County, Naw Mexico. commissioner at Albuquerque, N. M.,
8. K. HOOPER. O. P. A..
March 21, 1906.
on April 17, 1906, viz., Kmlllo Sanchez,
Denver, Colo.
n
for tho Bmall holding claim No. 2072,
Society News from Iowa.
in sections 24 and 25, township 7
RAILROAD TIME TABLE
A very pretty wedding occurred last north, range 2 east.
He names the following witnesses
Wednesday at the residence of Mr.
(In effect November 12, 1905.)
when their to prove bis actual continuous adverse
and Mrs. C. Husmus
iitiughter, Kdna Viola, was united in possession of said tract for twenty
Eastbound.
marriage to Edward F. Wetterling of years next preceding the survey of No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:51
Mill. r.
a. in., departs 8:25 a. m.
the township, viz:
Juan Sanchez y Apodaca, of Per No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:69
The marriage ceremony occurred
p. m., departs 12:01) a. m.
promptly at li m. Rev. Quinn peralta, N. M.; Edward F. Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Fernlnlo Perea, of No. 8, Chicago &, Kansas City Exformed tlie ceremony, which was solemn in the extreme.
press, arrives 6:45 p. m., departs
The order of reralta, N. M., and Manuel Ahleretfe,
tj.e procession was: The minister, of Peral a, N. M.
7:45 p. m.
Mo a er
girls, bride, groom, bride's
Any person who desires to protest No. 10, Chicago Fast Mall, arrives
ii a il and lit M man.
6:50 a. m, departs 7:30 a. in.
agaimt tho allowance of said proof,
1'iinr to the. ceremony Mrs. H. K. or who knows of any substantial rea
Westbound.
r.il.i-'ik reciie l "I l.ove Vou Truly."
son under the laws and regulations No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:86
.
V;n. Guliigher presided at the
Mr.-p. in., departs 8:15 p. m.
f tho Interior department, why such
organ.
proof should not he allowed, will he No. 3, California Limited, arrives
Wiole columns might
written on given an opportunity at the aliove 11:10 a. m., departs 11:20 a. in.
tl.e many virtues of Mrs. Edna Welmentioned time and place to cross- - No. 7, Mexico & California Express,
may
all be expressed when examine the witnesses of said claim
ti rlit.L', it
arrives 10:45 p. m., departs 11:59.
she is a noble woman
we
and ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal No. 9, Fast Mail, arrives 11:35 p. m.
very
worth of ill'
best of husbands. of that submitted by claimant.
Southbound.
No. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12:15
Air. Wetterling is in the
harness
MANUEL it. OTERO.
under-:v;ii,.l,
p.
ru.
business at .Miller ami is, wo
Register.
doing a good
business and
Local freight train. No. 99, southsupport
wifo.
a
abundantly able to
bound, departs at 5 a. m., and carMrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
AT et the ceremony and congratularies passengers.
n'.t West
avenue, is pre
Railroad
were
over a bountiful dinner, pared to give thorough scalp treat
tions
Arrives From South.
siuti as only Mrs. Rasmus can serve, iiunt, tlo hair dressing, treat corns. No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 6:60
a.
wa- - partaken of by over bin guests.
m.
bunions and ingrowing nails. She No. 10
'he bride while blindfolded threw rIvcs mii.-si-o
makes all local stops east ot
manicurand
treatment
'
gtxxl
bit
l;wis
Mvlcber
Albuquerque.
and
a ro
ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
.
fun-tmay
Lewis
1
have
been
!a!r
and
runs direct to Los Angeles.
complexion cream builds up thu No.
rls heretofore, but he of
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
i;u with the
now, so young skin and improves the complexion, No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles ani
is ill dead earnest
and Is guaranteed not to be Injuri
Indie-- , look a llttlo out or you will
San Francisco.
ous.
Mm also prepares a hair tonic All
Gar-lyou
know
it.
befoic
be married
traius daily.
that cure and prevents dandruff and
r l.i
T. E. PURDY. Agent.
'nair falling out; restores life to dead
hair; removes moles, warts and su
SL'RPR'SE THEIR FRIENDS
perfluous hair. Also a faco powder, a
WITH SECRET WEDDING.
WILLING HELPERS.
f
'. I' s
Maud Wolverltiu and John I'recMi; euro ami pimple cure and pile
Wbar'a the use of a helper, If
,
ama people prominent in so-- cure. All of these preparations
l.iiare
he isn't willing? Willingness Is
.; ,.;(,-!,4,
an ample mautle which will al- - V
prui:g a surprise on their purely vet '.aide compounds.
Have
a they
:t nd.de l a
u
that
ll.raior mat bine for
i.
f,
aniiounee
most cover all the sins of serv- i ..
n married at Raton, on
!..
But a classified advertise- reii'ment f scalp, face, and cure of 4 .
til
.;. .!,
The bride's mother del wrinkles, it Is ui.to used fur rheuiuamcnt ia The Evening Citizen is a If
,.
., ),
,f th,. marriage until
wiiiiin; helper that Is not only V
pains and inassaue.
The young peo-- p
.v
T; ,'
competent, hut a'so is
.' a n
t absolutely
It will nor cost you a cent to trv
n liv.t'.' at their re'-,. , ...
a willing worker. It works all
'hamherlaiifs
Sloniaeh
and I.lver
tie., they were luanaod.
'..
the time for you. It is 'ha best
r !. his b e:i head bookl.i eper I'aUe's, and they are excellent for 6 and most economical publicity tn
tornaeh
,
company,
li
:,
ami coustipati n.
MiiivMilo
the world.
f,,r tj,..
ears.
e t a free sample at any drui store
if C
4
v. a ..id. on- t a
e
i i 'it f
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My merchant ta tiering rfiop Ig
stairs over No. 2'Railroad ave-i- r
nue, where I soli
the patronage of
guaranteed first
the public. All W'
Casa, as I have r
fifteen years' ex
perlence In the la. tiesg. suitg made
;o order. Clothes
aned, pressed and
fie I use will not
repaired. The s
Injure the cloth, Ladles" Barmen's
diking skirts made
also cleaned an
to order. Give rt
trial.
O. UAMBIN'I.
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NOTICE

cross-fxamin-
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un-jth-

PUBLICATION.
(Smnll Holding Claim No. 648.)
Department of the Interior, United
(states Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
March 6, 1906.
Notice Is hereby given that the following-named
clalmnnt has filed notice of hla Intention to make final
proof n support of his claim under
Sections 16 and 17 of the act of
March 3, 1891 (2C Stats., 834).
as
amended by the act of February 21,
1X93
(27 Stats., 470). and that said
proof will be made before the U. S.
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
FOR
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

never published. H Is true that
In tavor of the purchase of the
plant, but it (.in'ained neither the facts nor the figures
demanded. It Is true that tinder the continued prodding
of Tho Citizen, three different source have been found
from vl fell a little str-- u of figures have trickled, like
the coiiiMi.iv's sunulv of water id a fire. Hut what, of
them?
One source was n man "understood" to be in the
employ of the water company. Another was a citizen,
whose figures were stated to be authoritative, and taken
from the hooks: and the third was from the report of
five a countants, whose figures wcte also taken from the
hooks.
lint thes" figures differed very materially, one
from another, no two of them agreeing in matters of the
(treat est important e. And all the while, Hie water com
pany, though It has the facts, sit back and sphinx-likopens not Its mouth.
This may bo satisfactory to the enthusiasts, who
are willing to buy the plant for $.1uo,immi or for $i(iu,iMH
or for $3011,0110, or for nny old price, as some have expressed their willingness to do; but It seems to The Citizen very unlikely that the property holders of,this town,
whether that property he real or personal, v i mortgage their possessions for $:ioo,ono in order to buy a
thing alxnit which the owners themselves are alrai,! to
give tho facts.

of that report was
a lecture was delivered
CITIZEN 1rt

Published Dally and Weekly

The Citizen Publishing Company

By

CITIZEN.

EVENING

W. T. McCREIGHT

W. 6. STRICKLER

Business Manager

President

IT IS REPORTED, IN CERTAIN SECTIONS OF
THE CITY, THAT WATER 6UPPLY COMPANY WILL
RAISE THE WATER RATE IF THE BOND ISSUE IS
DEFEATED AT THE POLLS. DON'T PAY ANY
THE WATER COMTO SUCH REPORTS.
MAXIMUM RATES.
THE
CHARGING
NOW
IS
PANY

e.

Ttaiim$s

to IXciiaciiiTibcr

Lot (he water organ squirm nml wriggle ainl twist
which tho taxpayers of
Albuquerque will remember when they K to the polls:
The only possible reason why the, city should desire
to own its own water supply system is that the people
of Albuquerque may have cheap and abundant' water of
the beM. Kind, and that this fact may be used as a chief
factor in bringing Immigration to this city. Can this
lie secured by buying the present water plant for $300.-00- 0

as It may, here arc some tilings

Pr. Jones only hydraulic engineer who has spokeen
on this question, except Mr. Riffles, whose report on
this part of the subject the water company dared not
"Throughout the whole ot the
ays this:
publish
water discussion, no person has ever been able
to definitely show that water could be furnished
ANY CHEAPER by the city after purchasing the plant,
than what tho present company is now doing." Where,
then, is there even the pretense for purchase? No wonder Dr. Jones says not only that this has not been shown
but adds that "it cannot be shown." Here Is expert testimony against fake figures.
Can the present plant and system be made adequate
to present demands, at a small cost? Dr. Jones says
that the efficiency of the present system h;i been
reached by reason of the "smallness of the chief distributing mains," that thig means "the inevitable reconstruction of the whole distributing system," and that
tho whole $50,000, proposed in the extra Issue of bonds,
"would not he sufficient to make these changes." It
may be said in passing that none of the $50,000 can be
used for this purpose, as tie contract with the water
company, on which the taxpayers are voting, while
voting for the bonds, provides that the money resulting
from the additional $50,000 of bonds, is to be used for
extensions already agreed upon. What, then, can the
lty do, after buying the plant for $300,000, to make the
plant adequate to the needs of extension, which making
adequate can be done only by the "reconstruction of the
whole distributing system?" This must be done by further votes for additional bonds. In the meantime, the
eystem of distribution must remain as it now 1s at the
limit of efficiency for distribution. No wonder that Dr.
Jones, in view of these facts, which he states on his
authority as an able and experienced hydraulic engineer, says that "the city should not buy the present
plant at any price, however small."
There is no reason, then, if the plant Is inadequate
and the price of water cannot be reduced to consumers,
that the city should buy at this time, at all. The pres-esfranchise has about thirteen years to run, and the
company must either comply with the conditions of the
franchise or surrender it.
If they surrender, the taxpayers will doubtless remember that Col. .lastro, who spoke from personal experience, said that a plant adequate to the wants of Albuquerque,
and suitable for needed additions
from time to time, can be installed here for not to exd
of what is asked for the
ceed $100,000, or but
present Inadequate plant. It may also be stated that Mr.
Bleuhr and other experienced citizens of Albuquerque
have stated that they could supply water to the city, for
not to exceed 5 or 6 cents per thousand gallons, and that
Dr. Jones says that an abundant supply of excellent
water can be cheaply brought from the mountains.
Under these circumstances and all the facts here
mentioned, does not common sense say? Let matters
stay as they are for the present, as they cannot be improved by buying the present plant, and then the city
will be able to avail itself of any future developments.

-
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A well filled house, mostly women

Han-and children, greeted Charles H.
ford, the popular delineator t f Shakes-pcrlaat the;
roles, this
of "The Mer-- j
matinee
chant of Wii'c." Mr. Hantonl s interpretation of the great character
studv the inivtly and revengeful Jew.
Though
"Shy kick." was a mas erpicce.
uive,t nt times bv tli.- - human emo
tions that find a place in every being'
In,
of mankind, his ruling passions.
all their hide .us deviltry, were so well
portrayed by Mr. Ilanrni tins niter-nooas to '".ike the audience shiver.
thinks
WJillo the wr!tr personally,

ooo

j

We are ready for the season with everything
that's good and everything that
is correct.

Thorouchly Absorbent
Absolutely Hvcenic

for

7.
0L

Meir&9

Boys

,

CMldreim

It's a luxury to wear such well cut, well
made and handsome clothing as we sell
from the celebrated WASHINGTON

Mm

The water organ, speaking of Tie- Citizen's course
with reference to the water question, calls it "narrow-gauge.- "
The
The organ spoke wiser than it knew.
Bible calls truth the "narrow path," while deceit, prevarication and wrong are the broad way which lead to
destruction. The Citizen acknowledges that in all things
of truth,
Its purpose Is to keep to the narrow-gaug- e
leaving the broad and wobbling way of duplicity and
invaracity to the Morning Journal, which has so fully
demonstrated its ability In that direction.

T

MARCH

Hi

Siilier

Underwear, Fancy Shirts, Fancy Hosiery & Neckwear
Are all in and we never had such
a fine line as we're carrying this spring

NbT'ANO0NCi:orCbTT0N)N,
TMt

Casmcnts-Wrc-

l

Mo

MAHBEILIL

i
that Mr. Hanford's selection for the
MoBou nfm o d u ct
blcTth eporo8 itv;an t
tou
Mr. Clancy made a number of good points, but not matinee was not as happy a choice as
would have been the comedy, "The
WEARINO QUALITY
one of them was more sifnificant or better unt than tho Taming of the Shrew,"
which is to be
company
UNOtRWCAR
F.ANVfMCSM
of
water
owners
present
the
following: "If the
CLOTHING AND
presented
tonight, the magnincence
IN THE MARKET
really desire to sell to the city, they must take steps of his nctlng In this great bit of char
A8K1VOUR DCALCft'rOR
in some way to convince the average, honest voter of acter work Is not to be gainsay ed.
the truth and accuracy of the statements which have Mr. Hanford was never better than he
been made as above stated. Unless they do this the appeared this afternoon, and the audiproposition will be beaten." This refers to the fake ence was entirely responsive to every
figures of the immense business done by the company mora and passion depicted from tne
footlights. He makes of "Shylock"
during the past year.
everything that Shakespeare IntendAnd
ed the character to represent.
oooooooooooooo
here a word for his leading lady. Miss
0
Drofhah, who, be It known to the
is none other than 1he great
Hiirag
actor's wife, Mrs. Hanford, her stage 0
name merely being her own name
spelled backwards. As Portia, Miss
IP
Drofnah is equally deserving of rec 0
ognition and praise, and Che character
c 000X00OOCX0XXOOCK0
she Interprets, in marked contrast to
Even the children should find in that or "Shylock," calls forth from
of
terest in the stern looking king
the audience the full sentiment the
:''" Van
Denmark. There was a time when part deserves to receive. Of striking
he had no cares nor troubles. He personal charms, and a stage pres
was a little lad, and with his sister, ence that is all her own. Miss Drofnah,
who is now Queen of England, was attired In the lavlshness of the Veneperiod, makes of Portia a regal
permitted to know and love and be tian
presence. In her stately apartments
children,
friend
of
all
by
loved
that
t &
she Is of queenly appearance, but more
J
Hans Andersen.
appealing is hir manner and voice.
Andersen, you know, knew all when, in the famous court scene, Porabout fairies. He had seen the little tia, as a. learned doctor, pleads with
He was on terms of inti- the heartless "Shylock" for mercy
It
J people.
macy with goblins, and flowers that for "Antonio," and still more effectcould talk, and the elves that, drank ive is she, when in the name of jusr
dew from buttercups and danced on tice and the. majesty of the law she
interprets the legal sense to the unmoonbeams.
doing of the miserly Jew. even to the
The prince of story writers was technicalities
upon
which he de
also a prince of story tellers, and pended to win. The support of Mr.
Frederick and Alex, whom he loveu, and Mrs. Hanford was also god. Al
would stand by his knee while he told tho wonderful exander McKenzie and John .M. Kline
tales that have since delighted children around the as "Antonio" and "Ixrenzo," respect
ively, are happily cast, and their heworld.
And before ho died, Hans Andersvn was able to roic bearing in their hour of adverfalls to win the plaudits of
take In his arms the first born of the Princess Alexandra, sity never
the auditors, while In their lighter
ind the stories that he had told her as a child have since Scenes of love they are just as effect-x-x
been repeated by her to her children, for the children ive and graceful. Miss Hlant-hZ 1
1 X- -X
Z X
Kenof monarchy lovo fairy stories just as well us do the dall, as "Jessica,"
was especially
strong in the scene of her flight from
children of the lowly.
3000 pairs men's fine shoes
father's home, and her Interprata
her
XK000X)OOOOOCKOC000000XXX- tlon of the part was all that could be
desired. Tho comedy parts were not
1000 pairs women's fine shoes
neglected and the mock manifestation
S4?
Gaira&dla
of dignity and deference to the court
1000 pairs misses' and children's fine
That fine business report on the water works plant
designated to lacerate the feelings of
the crushed and broken money len
is fictitious, like all else of Morning Journal origin
tier, were well interpreted.
Their ceipla arose from skinIn this controversy.
shoes.
This
lontgiit .Mr. nauiorct ana Jits ex
ning the people and skinning the plant.
O
cellent supporting company will be
The plant must be maincannot be kept up.
seen in that delightful little c medy.
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last evening for intoxlca-I'Dr- .
Luud, fears that he marmot live lady's seventeenth binhday.
About Mr. Collister. soloist. The following
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thirty-fivguests were present to par- simmIuI musical numbers will be reners and office help genorally.
Johnson, the prosecuting witneRs.l
Notwithstanding
we are having take of the hospitalities
the young dered In rhe evening:
School isiards and others desiring
pleaded guilty and was fined $5 and 'heavy frosts, every night, the fruit hostess, and the evening of
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teachers, etc., should correspond
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Ramsay's Typewritorium
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the evening dainty refreshGounod
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FATHER IN WASHINGTON.
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the selection of proper flour.
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DANGERS OF THE DARK
The Telephone Is a
ready messenger
IT NEVER TIRESI
The Telephone Is aa
alert watchman
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Department.
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Telephone the Doctor.
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STAGE LIKE

Carries the United Statei mallj
only line with a change of stock aa
route; good rigs, horses acd drlreraj
rl leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Krlday at & a. m,
particulars, address W'. L. Trimblerot
A
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Attorney Field Says: "You Will Buy a GOLD BRICK If

THE AMERICAN BATTLESHIPS

ENTIRE FIGHTING FLEET MUST
BE REBUILT WITHIN SIX YEARS
OF
NEW
TYPE
MAMMOTH
WARSHIP HAS THE CALL.

EVENING

You

J.

iti II
I i t i iWORSHIPS.
t t i tWANTED,

Purchase the Water Plant." Rememher These
Truejif ords on Election Day.
The following ticket was nominated:
For Mavor K. M. Sanjule.
For City Clerk W. F. Kuehen-hecker-

cipal business agent. The term of
existence is twenty years and the purpose of the organization is to carry
.
a general cold storage business,
FILE PAPERS on
INDEPENDENT TICKET
it Tin specific Truest of th. sec- - t
such as purchasing and storing suprelary of the navy Is for:
plies, shipping them and transnctlng
For City Treasurer John S. Howie.
Ton new battleships.
such business as is named In the arJohn Wcxelberger
For Aldermen
.
fit.
Two new armored cruisers.
of Incorporation.
Louis Meyers, for First ward; S. With
Territorial Secretary ticles
And Adopted the "Star" as and
An Indefinite number of tor- - i
Wagon Mound Cold Storage Company.
M. Drown and George K raker, for Secpoio lKiats. destroyers, scouts,
Incorporators are V. V.
Clark,
ond ward; Ji'hn Schaurer and J. M.
il
Raynolds to Do Business
the Emblem For That
river gunboats and colliers.
Josephine McKnight and Jesse C.
.lacolmon,
for Third ward; Peter
Kac.h
t.io battleships Is to
Northcutt, all of Trinidad, Colo. The
Kitchen and John Rains for Fourth
in New Mexico.
Tof the typo coating $7,600,000 i
Party This Election.
amount of capital stock Is fixed at
Y;ird
apiece.
$25,000. all of which has been paid
For School Trustees J. M. Carman
ONE MAGNIFICENT VESSEL, NOW CONSIDERED OBSOLETE.
In. The shares are valued at $100
rml John Myrlck for the First ward;
Battleship Kearsage, sister ship of the battleship Kentucky, built In
,
cost $2,250,000, THE PLATFORM AND CANDIDATES V. L. McVicker and James Wells, for SEVERALCOLDSTORAGtCOMPAMES each. The principal place og business
1896, 11.724 tons displacement, 17 knots, 11, 788
will be in Wagon Mound, Now Mex
guns.
the Second ward; Simeon Frost and
fourteen
four
Washington. 1. C.Maroh 3d. The carries four
ico, and R. T. Gibbons of Raton, New
J. W. Swart, for the Third ward;
Unite.il Slates must build an entirely
Mexico, will act as business asront.
John Kennedy and Joseph Kuhn, for
Must Make Haste.
The following aritcles of incorporaSpecial Correspondence.
now navy within the next six years. with submarine boats for harbor deThe term of existence of the company
asked
Fourtih ward.
$121,500,000
the
In
estimae
of
ef
tion
office
The
been
the
put
have
filed
must
be
fleet
fense.
fluhting
present
30.
Tho
Gallup. N. M., March
The Indetwo
convention adopted the star as Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds: is twenty years and its purpose is to
All nations have aUmt corao to the r,tr the comlnir vear Includes only from
it of commission aud a new one
pendent party of the citizens of Gal- thoThe
conduct a general cold storage
i
As it takes
emblem,
and the ticket Is known
substituted, composed of up to date conclusion that the battleship is to ,inDw i.nttieshlns.
hereby as
.
4. l.i.n.i a mn.lern lup In convention assembled,
"Citizens' Independent Ticket." American Meerschaum and Mining
the
i.un.
j'nn
warships.
be the fighting Instrument of the fu line? 10 inc ,.,!,..,
declare that tfoe , object of this or
Company,
ture. This typo of warship is a com battleship, and as the new rart musi ganization is to secure an honest, effi
Thbs, it Is learned on excellent
Tucumcari Cold Storage Company.
to replace
CARD FROM J. H. O'RIELLY & CO,
Incorporators are James L. Hill,
Incorporators are A. H. McHend-ri- e,
is the real opinion of Presi- bination of the monitor, the gunboat be ready within six years, what
economical
administration
cient
and
not
is
that
Bowdry Floyd and Jesse C.
LouIb W. Boyer and John A. Ledden,
dent Roosevelt and of Secretary Chas. and the unprotected cruiser. It Is a th cold, it is evident
our
con
town,
we
and
of
affairs
of
the
congress
Their Liberal Offer to Treat Wcrst all of New York City. The amount Northcutt. The amount of capital
combination of the heaviest possible authorized at this session of
J. ltonaparte.
Gal
fidently
appeal
electors
of
to
the
next.
to be by the
Case of Catarrh in Albuquerque.
of capital stock is fixed at $1,000,000, stock is fixed at $25,000, all of which
The fighting fleet consists today of guns, heaviest possible armor and will have on
official admissions have lup, Irrespective of party, to support:
While
$2,000 of which has been sul8cribed has been paid in, the shares being
eventeen vessels, nearly all of which greatest possible speed and steaming
prinfollowing
platform
of
unthe
feeling
1s
that
To the Editor.
ro out of date, or rapidly becoming radius. In eight years the modern been made, there a
with the number of shares divided as valued at $100 each. The principal
ciples:
few
For some time we have had an op follows: James L. Hill, 198; John A. business office will le at Tucumcari,
battleship has developed almost as der existing conditions, with the
so. t'n fortunately ten of these
the
from
We are opposed to the election of portunity to watch the results follow- ledden and Louis W. Boyer, one each. New Mexico, and R. T. Gibbons of
are of the monitor type. It is rapidly and radically as the automo- vessels that can be spared
Is practically city councils or town boards of trust- ing the use of Hyomel, a treatment for The term of existence of
recognized by all experts that the bile. Some of the foreign nations, Atlantic fleets, there nny
the company Raton, New Mexic", is named as the
resistreal
paid to nothing left to make
ees by the legislature.
catarrh, that cures by breathing medi- Is fixed at fifty years, and the prin- business agent. The term of existlimitations of the monitor, with Its and one of them is Japan, are
with
come
should
We pledge our candidates for mayor cated air, absolutely without any cipal place of business is
City, ence Is twenty years, and the purpose
low freeboard, Its limited steaming be planning to construct battleships ance If trouble any
of the nations and board of trustees, If elected, to pe stomach dosing. The results have the principal agent of thoSilver
company of the company Is to conduct a cold
radius, and its few puns, cause It to of over lU.ufto tons displacement, and Japan or with
In
The object storage business.
be quite outclassed by the modern Great Britain has already launched maintaining considerable fleets
tition the next legislature on behalf been so remarkable that we feel justi- being Charles G. Bell.
oriental waters.
battleship. The other seven vessels one of that size.
of the people of Gallup for the repeal fied In making a public offer to treat of the company Is to carry on a genof chapter 47 of the laws of 1905, the worst case of catarrh In Albu- eral mining business, which will in- Santa Rosa Cold Storage Company.
of the fighting fleet are four first class
are F. W. Clark.
Incorporators
and one second class battleships and
which applies the election method of querque with the understanding that clude prospecting, purchasing mining
rewas
quest
verdict
was
held,
and
a
C.
if Hyomel does not cure It will cost lands, developing them and carrying Josephine McKnight and Jesse
two armored cruisers.
villages,
CALLS MOTHER IN
If
the
citiea
and
and
to
towns
shooting
tho
effect
to
that
turned
the
ABlonlBhing as it may seem these
out other branches of the work Northcutt, all of Trinidad, Colo. The
petition
Is denied, to pass an or- absolutely nothing.
who
shot
Anderson,
accidental.
capital stock of tho company Is
battleships are now universally conAGONY OF DEATH was woman,
The complete Hyomel outfit costs specified in their franchise.
dinance redisricting the town into
was released from jail.
the
$25,000, all of which bas been paid in.
only $1, nnd consists of an inhaler
ceded to be small and slow.
two
wards,
precincts
or
instead
of
woThe maiden name of the dead
Whitewater Irrigation Company. The shares are valued at $100 each.
that can be carried in the vest pocket The
:.s at present
No Security Felt.
MRS. PEARL SLOAN IS SHOT BY man was Pearl Nash. She was born four,
Incorporators are Edward D. Baker, The principal place of business 1:
of
a medicine dropper and a bottle
granting
Wo
are
of
to
opposed
tiie
From the cautiously worded recDISIN
REDLIGHT
COMPANION
In Durango, and had a mother and public
Hyomel. Should this not be enough Whitewater, New Mexico; Thomas named as Santa Rosa, te business
ommendations of the last presidential
TRICT OF TRINIDAD.
three brothers residing in Pueblo. yea. franchises for a long term of for a cure, extra bottles of Hyomel can Iea. Jr., El Paso, Texas; Joseph L, agent being R. T. Gibbons, of Raton.
message It was assumed by many
She also had a little son, who Is living
New Mexico; New Mexico. The term of existence
Wells, Whitewater,
reWe re opponed to the granting of be obtained for 60 cents.
people that the administration
Lying on the floor in the agonies of with her mother. Mrs. Sloan had been public
accepted Moses A. Goff, El Paso, Texas; John of the company Is fixed at twenty
be
hope
will
offer
We
unthis
any
purpose
franchises
for
garded the presnt naval strnegth bj death,
The
Wells, Jarilla, New Mexico.
Mrs. Pearl Sloan died in a to Pueblo, on a visit, for several days, let-and its purpose Is to carry on
the question is submitted to a by many of your readers. Very truly amount of capital stock is fixed at years
sufficient. How far this assumption house of 111 repute, of which she was and had just returned from there.
a general cold storage business.
yours,
J. H. O'RIELLY & CO.
qualified
the
vote
of
electors
of
the
Is from the' truth is seen from the ur- an. inmate, Thursday morning, and
$100,000, $2,0oo of which has been
Mrs. Sloan came here with her husapproved by a majority.
gent recommendations made to the the last words on her lips were band,
Clayton Cold Storage Company.
years ago. town and
over
EXPERT CHEF AT THE WHITE subscribed, each of the incorporators
granting
of
opposed
are
We
to
the
house committee an naval affairs by "mother," says a dispatch from Trini- Shortlya little arrival two
Incorporators are A. W. McHend-ri- e,
The principal
here, her hus- contracts for any purpose extending ELEPHANT WILL SERVE A MER- holding 400 shares.
after
Secretary Bonnparte in person. He dad, Colo.
Bowdry Floyd and Jesso C.
band left her, and Is now living In beyond the next succeeding election, CHANTS' LUNCH FROM 11 TO 2:30 business office will be situated at
confided his opinion that tho time has
Mrs. Sloan, while going under the
Jarilla, and John Wells will act as Northcutt. The capital stock is fixed
He refused to come here to- unless the question is submitted to a DAILY.
come for congress to authorize the name of I'erl Meyers, was on inmate Raton.
principal business agent. The term at $25,000, all of which has been
when notified of his wife's death. vote of
qualified
construction of twelve vessels of the of Kittle Lindsay's resort, and Thurs day,
of the
Doctors Are Puzzled.
cf existence is fixed at fifty years subscribed at the rate of $100 per
her husband left her, she work town andtheapproved byelectors
majority.
lnnrnst nnd most nerfect kind for day morning, early, she, together with After
a
The remarkable recovery of Kenneth and the purpose of the company is to share. Clayton, New Mexico, will be
ed as
for a few months,
We are opposed to the 'holding of Mclver of Vanceboro, Me., Is the sub- construct reservoirs and canals to the principal place of business, and
the fighting fleet, with such vessels of Bert Anderson, Mamie laud and Ixmis when ashewaitress
entered" a house of 111 recharacter
supplemental
person.
smaller
by
and
offices
two
one
salaried
a
ject of much Interest to the medical furnish water by means of this sys- It. T. Giblions will act as principal
Sweeney,
in a room together, pute. The remains will be shipped
as would naturally go with such a drinking. were
We are in favor of the municipal fraternity and a wide circle of friends. tem and to carry on an irrigation agent. The term of existence is fixed
Sweeney had a 32 caliber to Pueblo, where the funeral will be
primary squadron.
utilities,
public
and He says of his case: "Owing to severe system such as is specified In their at twenty years and the purpose of
ownership cf
revolver, which he had placed on a held.
This program contemplates the ex- dresser.
pledge our candidates If elected, to Inflammation of the throat and con- franchise.
the company 13 to conduct a cold stor-jag- e
penditure of no less than $150,000,000,
power
to provide gestion of the lungs, three doctors
do everying in their
business along the lines specified
revolver,
.picked
up
Anderson
the
A Scientific Wonder.
for new warships alone. As much and whirled it on his finger a few
Springer Cold Storage Company.
an ample supply of water for the town gave me up to die, when, as a last
in their franchise.
more will necessarily be needed for times, then pointing it at the Sloan
are F. W. Clark,
Incorjiorators
The cures that stand to Its credit at reasonable rates.
I was induced to try Dr. King's
A Lively Tussle.
additional facilities for repair, dock- woman, thinking the weapon was un- make Bucklen's Arnica Salve a scienWe are in favor of a square deal to New Discovery and I am happy to say, Josephine McKnight End J. C. North- '
.
ing and construction.
loaded. There was one cartridge in tific wonder. It cured E. R. Mulford, every one and s pecial privileges to it saved my life." Cures the wors? cutt, all of Trinidad, Colo. The amount with that old enemy of the race, con-'Dewey Wants Big Ones;
it, however, which exploded, and the lecturer for the Patrons of Husbandry, none, and pledge our candidates, If coughs and colds, bronchitis, tonslli-tia- , of capital stock Is fixed at $50,000, all stipatlon, often ends In appendicitis.
The To avoid all serious trouble with stom- Admiral Dewey has just recom bullet passed through the Sloan wo- Waynesboro, Pa., of a distressing case elected, to decide every question that
weak lungs, hoarseness and la 'of which has been paid in.
before them in accordance with erlppc. Guaranteed at all drug stores. shares are valued at $100 each. The ach, liver and bowels, take Dr. Kings
man's abdomen. She fell to the floor of piles. It. heals the worst burns,
mended that at least two 18.000-toprincipal business office will be situ New Life Pills. Tney perfectly regguns and expired within fifteen minutes.
aores, boils, ulcers, cuts, wounds, chil- this principle and in the Interest, of 50c and tl.00. Trial lucttle free.
battleships, with ten
jated at Springer. New Mexico, and R. ulate these organs, without pain or
each, should bo authorized at once, All the inmates of the house were blains and salt rheum. Only 25c at the common welfare of the people of
T. Gibbons of Raton will act as prin- - discomfort. 25c at all drug stores.
j our town.
.Try a Citizen want ad.
lie also favors extensive experiments placed under arrest. A coroner's in all drug stores.

GALLUP NOMINATES
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NEW COMPANIES
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YOU May Think

WE

Way!

Come O
Have to, Also!
We Ate

Know We Have a

SPECULATE

" good rmmw9

That WE caD afford to wait- but YOU cannot; in growing cities, the best residences are seldom built on the low lands. That we are the sole owners
of the only bejgtltg overlooking the center of the city and which, covering over fifty square blocks, are but eight blocks distant from the heart
of the business district. That, having held this tract intact for years, we now are offering it for residence purposes only, and that our deeds will exclude, for all time, all factories, stores, saloons, boarding houses, etc. That we are expending in improvements over FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS and TWO YEARS
WORK and, at our own expense, are 'grading the lots and streets, building cement walks and planting trees. That we own our own water plant and will furnish you from
deep wells, an ample supply of soft water at a price lower than the present rates. That the entire tract will be graded to a gentle slope, permitting to every residence the
Best of Drainage, Broad, Low Terraces, and a Magnificent View of the Mountains, Mesa, City and Valley. That here you are above the dust and the dirt cr mud the
smoke and the noise of less favored localities. REMEMBER THAT:

RpmPITlhP r .

-

MM1

mmm

The Natural Advantages We Had We Made the Artificial!
That SILVER AVENUE, and its adiacent blocks, the only street now ready, the CREAM OF THE ENTIRE ADDITION, will be the FINEST IN ALL NEW MEXICO
OR ARIZONA. That, beginning at one park and ending at another, and also parked on both sides throughout it3 entire length, it is a boulevard eighty feet broad, lying on
the crest of the highest ground in the tract.
That on this avenue a thirty-fobuilding line is imposed, that the lots are sold only in sites of 100x132 feet, that no dwelling may cost less than $4,000, and
to
purchaser
the
insures
himself
that
and his heirs, his home amid beautiful residences and the quiet and refinement of such surroundings. That the sixty sites 01
this avenue are so advantageously situated that nothing similiar can ever again be offered in the City of Albuquerque.
Also Remember That the Majority of the Directors of this Company Have Bought Here and Expect to Build at Once.
ot

GO UP AND SEE!

THEN SIT DOWN AND REASON!

The Terra&e Addition ImDroveim312 1 luiipa b y
Soiling Agent
M. P. SI A MM,

J
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Secretary and

id
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SATURDAY,

MARCH

Glolje-WeniickeSectio-

ALBUQUERQUE

31. 1S06.

THE

Cook Cases
AND FJIINt; CAIJIXKTS

WATER COMPANY

EVENING CITIZEN.

SHOULD

THIRD STREET

BE

MADE TO FULFILL ITS CONTRACT

Sy- -

OR FORFEIT

ITS

aii Kinds

Frah and Salt

Meats.

EMIL KLEINWORT,
Masonic BuiiditiR. :sortn Third

Street

of

Steam

FRANCHISE

Sausage

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We
added to onr
ready well equipped latindery a machine withBate
which we can
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, brim them to
and we will straighten them out for you.

h0

Factory.

SPRING CARPETS AND

ON WITH THE

Original Patterns In all
Standard Goods.

J. D. EMMONS,
Wholesale and Retail.
Auto phone 474. Colo, phone 177.
Corner of Coal Avenue and Sec -- west
end ofvlaond

THiS CHANCE

SE

TO

CURE BURG

m

f ill
IVZ

SADDLES

I

BRIDLI E

S

O B E S
N D

ETC.

We are offering some very special prices on this line of goods
and it will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

M

excellent record as master mechanic
of the Arizona division and has the
reputation of being one of the best
men In his line of work In the employ of the company.

NOTES

RAILROAD

Knirineer B. F. Stanton of the sec
rli&lrict. and Engineer Snell of
the first district, have traded senority
and each taken their respective runs.
P. H. Mudse, field engineer for the
arrived
Santa Fe on the Belen cut-of- f,
from Belen this morning. Mr. Mudge
says that trains will be running
through from Belen to Eprls tomorrow.
m
m
onrt

THE CELEBRATED

BEEF FIGHT

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

ROOSEVELT GIVES ORDERS TO MAKE RENEWED EFFORTS TO PUT
THE TRUST PACKERS IN SPIRITS SECRET HISTORY OF THE
LAST FAILURE LETS GARFIELD OUT AN APPEAL ON
Washington. March 31. The war
the beef trust is lo continue President Roosevelt has given orders that
an entirely new start be made. New
evidence is to be gathered, new Indictments secured, a new Judge selected to try the cases, and every effort will be made to put the criminal
packers into stripes.
It is freely admitted that the end of
uie past inree years' campaign is a
complete fizzle. For the moment, at
least, the packers are completely triumphant. The government lins no
heart interest in pushing criminal
cases against the packing corporations. A fine or two, more or less,
will mean nothing to the beef trust.
On the face of things It would appear that James R. Garfield, commissioner of corporations, was chiefly responsible for the failure of the government cases against the Chicago
packers. Such, however, is not the
case. Some inside history', which
may now be told, shows Garfield to
be entirely guiltless.
It is now learned from unquestioned
sources that Commissioner Garfield s
famous report on the beef trust was
all a "blind." It was made with the
full knowledge and belief that Its
statements were misleading and
mostly untrue.
It now appears that congress was
the innocent cause both of Garfield's
fake report and also of the "Immunity" complication which resulted In
the escape of the beef trust officials.
Representative E. W. Martin of South
Dakota, in his zeal to get after the
packers, and bis ignorance of the fact
that President Roosevelt had already
set the department of justice to se
cure indictments, introduced a reso

RUNABOUTS,

were $55.00 to 5125.00: now
emnnn
idfim
t5.ug to i4O.00; now
$52.50 to $123.00
We are also quoting very low prices on Surreys. Stanhooos. flovl
cords Buekboards. Spring Wagons, etc. Out of town business solicited.
i i ilo un- catalogue ant prices.

,ur

MELINI & EAKIN
Sole Agents.

Albuquerque,

I

TIJeraa

IP YOU WISH TO EAT a gooe
lunch and enchiladas on the Merlcai
tyle, go to South Third street, cornet
of Silver avenue, No. 215. Will bi
served promptly at any hour of thi
nlghL Prices will be from 26c tn 30c

M. GRENADINO

Automatic 'phone, Hi. Office,
West Gold Avenue.

J.

7

Both Phones

20S

I

'?A'f hTag.

"r E Pa"

Third and Marque tU
R IN

rr

Wc Do Yoor Blacksmith Work Right!

Lucero

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO

UP TO DATE SIGNS

OUR
MENT.

208 WEST SILVER AVE.

DEPART-

HORSE-SHOEIN-

HARNESS REPAIRING AND CAR-

RIAGE

OOCX)CXXXXXXXXXXXXXDOC)CXXX)

SCREEN TIME

J. KORBER

axative

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY

We desire patronage end we guar
antes first class baking.
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.

Crown Studio

PRESCRIPTIONS

NEXT TO BANK

203 W.

JOHNSON

V

OILS, VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather, HarnesB. Saddles. Lan
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Pal
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
K9 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.

Violet

COAL
Per

Fm

-

-

'

M

j

ZSS

rrritt.

mnrrrmk,

a..-.-..-,

Ton

- MILL WOOD
KINDLING

tsrzm

n.Tav

Also extra quality

Tar and

Hygienic Skin Soaps at
the same price
THE WILLIAMS DRUG

FRONT STORE.
Railroad Ave.
Both pboaes.

117 W.

G. PRATT & CO.

A. E. WALKER.
riRE

M.

'

DRAGOIE

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Hlllsboro Creamery Butter Best on
Earth.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, ot-Ikind of Fresh Meat
Ordere Solicited.
Free Delivery. 300 North Broadway, Corner of WaaV
Zl south second Street.
lngton Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.K. M.

ttckuvipw
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The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Lkuaicd on the Belen
332

of The Atchison, Topeka

Cui-o- ff

&

Santa

re

Railway

is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago '
Kansas City, Galveston and points ea.t to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

N.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
business and residence :,is, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
s: ..et8. with alley 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public Dark and irand old ahade
ire.- - rmMi. .o,m
cDurcties, Commercial club: a DODUIatlon of 1.500 Inhabitantslargest mercantile establishments in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels dally; large
winery three aote'i
etc. Helen Is the largest shipping point for wool, flmir. wheat, wine, beam an bay In Central New Mexico. Its importance as a
ifreat commercial railroad city in the near future cannot be eitlmated.

Of 1,000
1

:

M.

fit es
.MI

h..

70-fo-

rIJ i,jy;
lUieiUe.

-

r3T

LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA

cSMrad are In the center of the city, well graded, (many of them improved by
jard. dr'ifr tor, harness ehop, etc, etc. Also a
modern hotel.
flrst-clas-

FE

ROUTE
i ;

W.LI.

CO OVER

no sand or gravel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need a

g

flrst-clas-

g

bakery, tailor shop, shoe house. Jeweler, plumbln

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY rAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTV
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

shop, flanlag miu.

nrcnt

The Belen Town and improvement Company
WM.

gn JOHN BECKER, President

M. BERGER,

"epff-- s

isczigs.

mimay

csxarrth.

ngpgy 'SEK23Pr
stbeu.
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BLUE

Groceries

gr

T,iuiSm

25 cents

Staplo and Fancy

DOTH 'PHONES
oooooooooocooccoooococoo

"sr

FOR-

INSURANCE.
Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Secretary Mutual Building AssociaJ as. Heekin & Co.'s Cotfees. Im
tion,
Office at 217 West Railroad
ev
boden's Granite Flour.
nue.

W.H.Hafm&Co
ill.l.iifcTiiliiJ-;-'''-

Rose and English Hawthomev

--

B. A, SLEYSTER

COKE

hn.

3 Cakes in Box

Sampson wind mills, ranch pumps
TOTI A OR API
pumpand supplies and horse-powe- r
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay, ing outfits.
Grain and Fuel.
131.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors Auto. Phone 308, Colorado Red
ana cigars. Place your orders for
this line wlfh ns.
STEAM
CARPET
CLEANING
NORTH THIRD STREET.
THORNTON Ti Cleaner
Cleans everything.
He Is the
INSURANCE,
Furniture Man. Moving, packREAL ESTAT-Eing
shipping,
unpacking and
and
NOTARY PUBLIC.
setting up, and is no upstart at
Room B, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
the busluess. There Is no othAuiomauc leiepnone, 174.
er just Thornton. Both 'phones.
737 South Walter Street.
JKXOCOCOOOCOOCOOOOCOCOCXX
Cerrlllo
Ammrltmn Block
Established in 1882

$G.OO

R&tfroarf

Toilet Soaps

PAINTS.

on every
be. 25c

Of COMMERCE

Extra Fine Perfumed;

Thos. F. Kcleher

Cnptn 3 Day

RUPPE

B.

RIGHT

At Consistent Prices

A. D.

OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
215V4 West Railroad Ave.
Auto Phone, 320.

fromo Qumino

Cold is One Day,

& CO.,

COR, FIRST ST. AND COPPER AVU.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW
MEXICO.

PIONEER BAKERY

Always .Remember the Poll Nam
p

FIG.

SIMON

3

Cures

TRIMMING.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
URE WITH US.

COOCXXXOCXDCOCXDCOCXXOC

Blue-wate-

m

RISTEEN IS NAMED.
V. F. Buck has been appointed to
the position of mechanical superintendent of the eastern grand division
of the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe
Railway company, with headquarters
in Topeka, to succeed tne late
N. Risteen, who died at his home 1n
Topeka, the other day.
Mr. Duck has been in the service
of the Santa IV for some years, and
has been employed of !atn as the
master mechanic, of the Arizona division of the svstem. with headquarters
at The Needles, Cal. His appointment
to the mechanical superintendency of
the eastern grand division, the duties
of which position he will take up on
April 1. was made by Alfred Ijovcll.
niperintendent of motive powf r f t the
company, with the approval of James
E. Hurley, general manager of the
system.
Although Mr. Buck has been in the
service of the company fur some time
ho has never worked on the eastern
end of the svstem. He lias made an

Supplies

SCREEN DOORS

N. PEACH & CO.
TEAL ESTATE DEALERS

7

I

m

Gfnral Bgildlng

CO.

&.

"

TO FRANK

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

ALBUQUERQUE FLANIN6 MILL

d,

n,

SUCCESSOR

Albuquerque
Carriage
Co
comer rirst and
Road.

here. Door and Window
screens made to order.

Special Correspondence:
Algodones, N. M., March 29. More
ground Is being planted here, this
season, than for many years previous.
Many places, which were not p, anted
tor several years, are in good condition, on account of the copious rains
of the past winter.
Hon. Marcus C. de Baca, probate
clerk of Sandoval county, together
with his family, made us a pleasant
visit, yesterday. Marcus has a number of friends here, who are always
pleased to see him.
Some time ago, the school directors
of this district reported the school
teacher here for not attending properly to his duties.
Suit has been brought against the
Justice of the peace of this precinct
in the district court for maladministration in office. Other suits will
also be brought against him, and it
now seems as if he will have a rocky
road to travel, when court sits in this
county. A public office is a public
trust, and any officer who thinks he
can ride over the people, rougu-showill find out, to his sorrow, that it
cannot be done with Impunity.
The graas on the range In this
neighborhood Is in fine condition.
Stock of all kind looks well. Apricot
and peach trees are in bloom, and If
there comes no late frosts, there will
bo plenty of fruit this year.
J. II. M.

d.

"Red neckties are always worn by
foreign brakemen and conductors.
Ever notice it?" said a railroader.
"No; why is it?" "As a safety de
"These red
vice," was the reply.
neckties that (lash upon your gazn on
the railroads in Italy, Franco, Germany and England, are not a sign
that the people have a gay taste, but
that they are cautious ami prudent.
They are supplied free by the railroad companies for use as danger
signals in emergency. Thus, no mat-ti'- i'
when or where an accident happens, there is no need to search or
scramble for a red flag. The brake-nu- n
whips off his red necktie and
waves it franticallym aloft ."

ouuvjito, were
-

M.

V.

Automatla Phone, 199.'

ALGODONES NOTES

Sug-arlt-

fjw-

Our Top Buggies and
Runabouts must move
We need the floor
space for another car.
It'a a time to help
.yourself by helping uau

.

o,

east-boun-

Into Yours:

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KT.

e

Afflicted With Rheumatism.
"I was and am yet afflicted with
rheumatism," says Mr. J. C. Bayne,
editor of the Herald, Addlngton, Indian Territory, "but thanks to Chamberlain's Pain Balm am able once
more to attend to business. It Is the
best of liniments." If troubled with
rheumatism give Pain Balm a trial
and you are certain to be more than
.j
A notice has been posted in the lo- pleased with the prompt relief It af- ARCHBISHOP GLEftNEN
fords. One application relieves the
cal yardmaster's office, stating that pain.
For sale by all druggists.
VISITS ALBUQUERQUE
employes who are garnisheed in the
future will not be suspended, but, any McCLONE WAS GIVEN
employe garnisheed to exceed three
Archbishop John J. Glennen of St.
DECENT BURIAL
times, in twelve months, will be disThe rumor that is being circulated Louis, was a visitor in Albuquerque
charged. No exceptions will le made.
yesterday,
for thirty minutes, arriving
to the effect that the remains of
The Raton Reporter says: Fireman Michael McClone, who was killed at from the west about 4:45 o'clock In
Ixn-inOolip, who susiained injuries Willard last week, were not given de- the afternoon, and departing for the
to his head and other injuries, caused cent burial, is not only untrue but east a half hour later.
After a hurried lunch at the Alva-radby jumping from a car on the Santa unjust as well. Superintendent E. T.
Martin and Dr. W. A. Wilson cared
Bishop Glennen engaged In. a
Ke, Raton & Eastern which was topo for the man until death relieved him
short conversation with the hotel
pling over, while coming down
canyon, Tuesday, February 27, of his sufferings, nrovlded clothes management, a representative of the
succumbed to his injuries Thursday and a neat coifin at their own ex- press, and O. N. Marron, the lawyer.
pense, and secured the services of
"I am hurrying to St. Louis to keep
night.
Rev. J. G. Ruoft for the funeral, savs an appointment I will not be able to
George F. Baer, president of the the Estancia News. The unfortunate keep," said Bishop Glennen.
"We
Reading railroad, had a strenuous man was crushed between two steel have been having a fearful time wn...
few minutes when his private car, cars near Camp 30, from the effects floods in California washouts in the
"Philadelphia." caught fire, while me of which he died. His home was in mountains and floods in the lowlands.
coal king was aboard, at Philadelphia. Brooklyn, N. Y.
"I went to California with a party
l nougn tne Diaze was ?asny exuug-nishPof friends, whom I left to hurry
with trifling damage, there Eczema, Tetter, Salt Rheum. Itch. home."
Ring Worm, Herpes, Barbers'
was much excitement for a time. Mr,
When introduced to Attorney MarBaer took things cooly, and helped
Itcn.
ron, the bishop said: "I am lelighted
to fight the flames.
All of these diseases are attended to meet you."
by Intense Itching, wnich is almost in"I feel that I know you already,"
NEW SPECIAL AGENT
stantly relieved by applying Chamber- responded the attorney.
"1
heard
ARRIVES AT ROSWELL. lain's Salve,
by its continued use you pray for us at the democratic
Frank Grygla of Santa Fe, a special a permanent and
be effected, .i convention, held In Kansas City, but it
agent in the Bervice of the United has, in fact, cure may
cured many cases that didn't seem to do any good."
States general land office, arrived at had resisted
Bishop Glennen held the archblsh-opshi- p
Price
Roswell, to take up the work that 25 cents per other treatment.
box. For sale by all
at Kansas City for twenty
has been under the direction of druggists.
years, and "has leen at St. Louis, in
Grosvenor Clarkson on the alleged
the same capacity, for three years.
land frauds in the valley. He will LIVELY ROW
The train upon which he rode was
AT
assist Mr. Clarkson in the work, and
TUCSON ELECTION. delayed No. 8, one that had been havexpects to bo in Roswell and vicinity
More than a score of men, among ing trouble with washouts.
for at least a month. Mr. Grygla was
stationed in Roswell three years ago. them the mayor of Tucson, were arTorture by Savages.
rested Thursday, during one of tne
"Speaking of the torture to which
The other morning, a man named most bitter election contests in the
Walter Sims, who was lieatlng his way history of the territory. The munic- some of the savage tribes in the Phil
east on a freight train, was badly ipal administration was submitting to ippines subject their captives, reminds
injured at Crozier, Arizona. In at- popular vote a nronosal to issue me of the Intense suffering I endured
tempting to get off the train he jump- $250,000 in bonds. The Liquor Deal- for three months from Inflammation
of the kidneys," says W. M. Shered off a bridge, falling about thirty ers' association fomrht ihi
the city council recentlv in man of Cushing, Me. "Nothing helped
feet. He landed on his feet, severely
straining himself. The freight train creased the liquor license from ii.io me until I tried Electric Bitters, three
a year. Earlv in the dnv a bottles of which completely cured me."
took him on to Seligman. where the to
company's surgeon. Dr. Adams, dress- dozen members of the faction fighting Cures liver complaint, dyspepsia, blood
ed his wounds. He was taken back to uie nonas were arrested on hrihnrv disorders and malaria; and restores
King.r-.the county seat, on No. 1, charges. Ijiter in the dav ten saloon the weak and nervous to robust health
Price
and turned over to the county for keepers were nlaced under srrent Guaranteed by all druggists.
charged with keeping their places 50c.
treatment.
open on election day. On comnlaJnt
9
Railroad passenger men now report of two saloonkeepers, Mayor L. H.
Notaries Public Appointed.
that the spring tide of tourist travel .wanning, who swore to cnmnlnlntH
The following notaries public have
is setting in towards the east. Thous- against them, was arrested on
been appointed during the last week
ands of people who have been spend- charge of malicious prosecution and by Governor
Herbert J. Hagerman;
ing the winter on the coast are now false imprisonment. George P. Mey Irvin Green, Des
Union counplanning to return home for the sum- ers, inspector of elections, was also ty; W. S. Day, Moines,
Hagerman, Chaves
mer, and are making inquiry a.s to arrested. later In the afternoon, the county;
John Q. Grant, Alamogordo,
routes. In fact, many people are light becariie so bitter that a number Otero county;
r,
W. O. Chapman,
d of special
already moving east, so that the
police were sworn in to
Valencia county;
Benjamin
trains are not running as preservo order.
BilK), HI bo, Valencia county.
empty as they did for a time last
month. The western itravel, under tue
i
colonist rates, continues, every train
being well loaded with people who
are beading toward the Golden Gate.
"in"n -

Pocket

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

st

invoke tno compulsory powers would
furnish the packers Immunity from
the criminal cases which were being
prepared. The possibility that the
packers might claim immunity was
clearly foreseen, and every precau
tion was taken.
How then did the government law
yers come to fall into this legal pit?
The answer of Attorney General
Moody is that he did not. The brand
of law which furnished freedom to
the packers on the Immunity plea, he
claims, is not the law.
If the case could go to any higher
court, it is the firm conviction of
President
Roosevelt and Attorney
General Moody that the decision
would be promptly overruled.
The plan therefore is to ask con
gress to pass a law to permit the
government to" appeal decisions in
certain federal court criminal cases
Every president
has recommended
such a law in annual messages for
fifteen years.
If the law Is passed and the im
munity plea knocked out then the
fight will start over again, hot as ever.

Out of Our!

Bottled la Bond.

lution demanding that the bureau of
corporations make an Inquiry Into the
oeer mist to see If they were violating the anti-trulaw. The nouse
passed It instnnter.
Getting evidence for criminal prosecutions necessitates
a still hunt.
That was the kind Roosevelt and
Moody were on. They could not head
off or refuse-thMartin Inquiry without flushing their game.
no, at a council of war, Garfield
was Instructed to make a perfunctory
investigation of the trust. This was
all he could do without Invoking the

on

t,:f

"Ir3"

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

RUGS
Daily.
Some new and
Arriving

8 EVES

FOUND AT LAST

Meat Market

nal

The Mo3t Complete Unit
tern on the Market.
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Secretary
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ALBUQUERQUE

tAGE EIGHT

CITIZEN.

EVENING

SATURDAY,

MARCH 31, 1906.

last evening, stated while here, that
NOTICE.
business pas Increased in' El Paso li"
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Our nobby stylos of Oxfords for
dainty looking, glove fitting,
well wearing Just the Kind of shoes
you want for tluf( beautiful spring
iays. A large assortment to Belect
from Patent Kid, Vlcl Kid or Gun
Mctul, hlack or tan, low, medium or
high lieela, light or extension soles.

T

Women

Patent

T

$1,65 to $3.00
2.75 to 3.50
3,50

Vice Kid
Kid

Gun Metal
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LENTEN FISH
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F. F. TROTTER
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South Second street.
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T. Y. MAYNARD.

GEO. W. HICKOX.

f

Hicfcos - Maynatd Co.
ARE EXCLUSIVE

REPRESENTATIVES OF

The Gorham Manufacturing Co. Sterling Silverware.
The Libbey Co. Artistic Cut Glass.
The W. A. Pickard Hand Pointed China.
Each in its class appropriate for weddings gifts.
Our stock of Diamonds
"Never before so complete."
good time for investment, A Diamonds are rapidly advancing

In

'Tis a
value.

THE ARCH FRONT.

Do You Use

SOUTH

Quart
Quart
4-- Quart

Regular Price $1.00 Otir Price Saturday
Regular Price $1.25 Our Price Saturday
Regular Price $1.50 Our Price Saturday

3- -

j

65c
75c
90c

They are all standard quality, but wo are overstocked, and must reduce the same before hot weather. Don't forget the date Saturday,
March 21 and the time one day only. Mail orders will be accepted at the above prices.

J, H. O'RIELLY CO, Druggists

CEMENT

turn

Monday.
H. Kirch, Inspector of safety appliances on railroad trains for the In-

terstate commerce commission, was a
passenger for Santa Fe, this morn-

ram

Albuquerque, N.
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Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
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This Is a most
Hood Citizenship."
timelv theme. At the evening hour,
Mr. t. J. O'Kelly will give n (Jospel WANTED Carpenters
and handymen, at 412 West Copier avenue.
Tempt ranee address, using his
will I'OK RENT Furnished rooms, for
and Mrs. Schwentker
only; no invalids. Apply at 200 Hazeldine avenue.
.1.
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company of Denver
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SASH
DOORS
GLASS
REX FLINTKOTE PAINT

First and Marquette,

Red Snapper
Flounder
Sea Bass
Gulf Cat Fish

S-

Barnett Building

LUMBER

DAILY

THE BIRDSELL WAGON

I

a Fountain Syringe

If not, ycu may a little later. It will pay you to buy It from va Saturday, March 24. Remember, for one day only at the following cut prices:
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Barracuda
Salmon
Smelts
Channel Oat Fish
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NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS

J

STERN
Avemme Clothier

Railroad

AND CONDIMENTS.

Wnen purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

.

of freshness
Nature.
Even the leaves are whispering
"Spruce
Sprucest of
clothes
are those marked
They're
but
reproducing
every detail the cut and fabrics of
the aristocratic tailor. Your Dollars
are made elastic
H. S. M. Suits, $10 to S30.

Mrs.

J

113-115-1-

?

17

North First zxreei
South First Street
Wholesal Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona.
401-40- 3

-- Writ;, (or Wholesale Prices on Tlows and Other Farm Implements
The largest stock west of Kansas City.
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DOCTOR OF OPTICS
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Fine Jewelry

Stationery

stere-opiico-

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

ASTRONOMICAL TREAT WILL
DAILY AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT MERCHANTS' LUNCH
FROM 11 TO 2:30.
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Lowncy's Candies

OPTICIAN IN THE CITY

Room IO, Whiting Blk.
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Corner Gold Avenue and Second Street.

Drug Store.
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Festival Wear
Sacks in fine, rou;;!i and smooth Worsted,
Cissinicres ami Cheviots, of multitudinous
patterns and tones, all strikingly stylish, and
in many cuts to suit th-.- taste.
Also frocks

fr chinch

parades-
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Mift,

sillc-line-

stylish. All St.in-Hlocin lit, expressive in style.
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and
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made, pre-cSee windows.
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Tie class in cooking,

which will
commence Monday, April 2, at 2 o'clock
full Instructions
iii.. includes
iu
i l and
cake milking, as well as
;;, i,. n cookery.
HON'T HEAT UP THE HOUSE ON
SUNDAY. TAKE DINNER AT THE
CCLUMBUS.
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See Our Windows

Suits Ranse from $12 to S30
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West Cold

EL. WASHBURN CO.

122
S. Second

HARDWARE GORflPARSY

Successors to E. J. POST

and Retail

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

REFRIGERATORS

PLANT HARDY ROSES,
.VINES. SHRUES AND HONEYSICKLES WE HAVE THEM.
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ICE CREAM
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Wholesale

WIRE WINDOW
SCREENS

IS THE TIME

PRICES ARE RIGHT.
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